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ABSTRACT
Serial Learning in Young Children
by
Charlene A. Keller, Master of Science
Utah State University , 1970
Major Professor: Dr. Carroll C. Lambert
Department: Family and Child Development
The effects of sex and tutorial instruction were studied as they
influenced the seriation ability of pre-school children.

The research was

conducted at the Utah State University Child Development Laboratories
with 24 four year old children enrolled at that time.

Twelve of the children,

six girls and six boys, were given seriation tasks.

The remaining 12 child-

ren, six girls and six boys, were not given a ny ser iation training.
It was found that the 12 children who had received individualized

instruction ser iated significantly better on every task than the 12 children
who ha d received no training.

The children who were trained in seriation

tasks a lso correctly transferred their l earning of ser iation from the original
set of objects used in the training sess ions to two other sets of size graded
objects.

The remaining 12 children did not make this transfer as success-

fully.
There was no significant difference in the seriation ability of boys
a nd girls, a lthough the girls receiving training improved more than the boys

viii

who were trained in seriation.

This finding was attributed to the fact that

t he boys in both groups seriated slightly higher than t.he gir ls in both
groups; therefore the boys who received no seriation tra ining did not have
as much room for improvem e nt.

(129 pages)

INTRODUCTION

From cradle to grave this problem of rW1ning order through
chaos, dire ction through s pace, disc iplin e through fre edom , unity
through mulitplici ty, has always bee n , and must always be, the task
of education
(Adams , 19 31, p. 12)
Among the many va luable ab il ities possessed by man is t.he abil ity
to think in term s of a bstractions.

Although every s ituation is in som e way

unique , man manages to order his experie nces into coherent categories.
Utiliz ing this skill of abstraction , ma n is abl e to lear n concepts by making
a co mm on id entifying response to dis s im ilar sti muli.
The c hild develops this ab ili ty to conce ptuali ze by interna li z in g
his gro upin g, orderin g, a nd counting ac ti ons . Concepts of relations, c lass,
and a rithmetic operations ana logous to those of log ic are deriv ed from these
actions . Concepts are often d eveloped s lowly, aided somewhat by the use
of concrete materials , but according to one author (Gilmary, 1964}, the
concepts developed are independ e nt of the materials used . An instructor
is s ignifi cant during concept form a tion .

With the use of properly geared

materials a nd skillfully formed lead in g ques tions, the child is directed toward disc over y . Although many conce pts may be lear ned by the chi ld thro ugh
self-discovery methods, in which the ma teria ls only are available to the c hild,
some more difficult concepts, as those conce rning ma thematical principl es,
are more effe ctive ly formed w hen a ddi tional instruction is given .
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While many researchers have studied concept formation and its
numerous facets, very few researchers have explored the actual ordering
or ser ial actions of the child, an ability recognized as necessary for concept
learning.
Children often ask for the largest or sma llest of a certa in item.
They recognize differences in size, and many pieces of manipulative equipment in their environment are arranged accord ing to size, from smallest
to largest or the converse.

Children should then, because of many contacts

with size graded objects, have the ability to put a number of articles in order
according to their size.

Statement of the Problem

There is a great deal in the literature to indicate mathematical concepts
in young children develop according to a sequential pattern.

Although much

research has been done in the areas of number and length conservation (Gottfried,
1969; Murray, 1968; Rothenberg and Courtney, 1968; Wohlwill, 1962), marching
and c lassifying or categorizing (Birch, a nd Bortner, 1966 ; Dodwell, 1962; Wright,
196 5), and mathematical concept form ation (Bottcher, 1966; Dodwell, 1960; Estes,
1956; Hood, 1962; Piaget,Inhelder, a nd Szeminska, 1960; Suppes, 1966), relatively
little has been studied in the area of object seriation.
The purpose of this study was to observe the development of ordering
or seriation patterns in the young child with one set of manipulative objects.
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The objects used were a set of Cuis e na ire Rods .

They are ten unit blocks,

eac h three-e ighths inch wide , varying in length from three-eights inch t.o
tlu·ee a nd three-fourths inch by increm ents of three-eights inch.

Each of

the ten Rods is a different color .
After the c hild had encountered a number of tasks with these small
Cuisenaire Rods , the author attempted to determine if the concept of seriation,
form ed by these tasks with the small Rods , could successfully be transferred
to similar objects.

The second set of objects used were ten large Cuisenaire

Rods , color coded exactly like the small Cuisenaire Rods, and scaled a pproximately three times larger.

From this ser iat ion task, the child wa s a sked to

demons tra te the degree of transfer of his learning by seriating ten white
styrofoam balls , differing in size by increasing increments.

Obje c tives

The author wished to measure the degree of transfer attained from
seriation of the small Cuisenaire Rods to seriation of the larger Cuisenaire
Rods , and furth er to seriation of the styrofoam balls .

The author a lso wished

to determ ine significant difference, if a ny , between the scores on the transfer

tasks of the c hildren in the control group , who would receive no training , and
the scores of the children in the experim enta l group, who would be trained in
seriation.

Another concern of the author was that of a ny significant difference

be tween the scores of the boys a nd the girls within each group on the pretest,
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a nd on both of the transfer tasks.

The author a lso attempted to determine

if theee had been any improvement in ser iation ability by the chi ld ren in the
experi mental group, and also to determine a ny significant difference between
the improvement score s of the co ntrol group a nd the experimental group.
The following hypothese s were made in thi s study:
1.

There will be no significant difference between the scores of

the boys and the girls on the pretest.
2.

There will be no transfer of seriation from the learning task

to either of the transfer tasks by c hildre n in the exper imenta l group.
3.

There will be no significant difference between the scores of

the children in the experimental g eoup a nd those of the control group on the
tra nsfer tasks.
4.

111ere will be no s ignificant difference between the scores of

the boys a nd girls within each group on the transfer tasks.
5.

There will be no improve ment in the ability of the children in

the expee imental group to seriate.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The main areas covered in this representative review of related
litera ture are:
1.

Concept development

2.

Number concept deve lopm ent

3.

Seriation

4.

Tra nsfer of training

Concept Deve lopme nt

The facets of a concept a r e nume rous, as are the ways in which
concepts are developed.

Numerous too, are the definitions of a concept.

One standard definition (Webster , 1953) states t hat a concept is a ".
mental image of a thing formed by generaliza tion from particulars

. an

idea of what a thing in general s hould be." Anothe r author (Isaacs, 1960 ,
p. 17 8) believes that eac h concept is:
a complex psychic str ucture built up by children over the years
by s low stages .
as these structures reach mature form, they
increas ingly integrate into a single mobile operational organization
which basica lly controls a ll th e pattern and scope of our active a nd
purposive life.
The distinction has been ma de between concept formation and concept
attainm ent . One author (Vinacke , 1952 , p. 98) be lieves concept form a tion
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to be " .

. a study of the origins o f concept in the learning of the infant

and ch ild," while concept attainment (Vinacke, 1952 , p. 99) is ".

. an

a na lysis of how the adult reorganizes hi s conceptual repertory and uses it
in dealing with the external world . "
Concept attainment has been the concern of the behaviourists .
Thjs behaviouristic approach to concept development has been so preoccupied
with the establishment of psychology as a recognized and respected science,
that it has ignored the chHd development aspect of concept development.
Behaviourists believe in a generality to the laws that relate an organism to
its environment, and these laws apply to all organisms from the simplest
to the most complex.

Tills viewpoint is concerned with the effects of stimu-

lation , motivation, and re inforcement on the conceptual process.
One behaviourist (Skinner, 19 57) ma intains that any property of a
stimulus which is present during reinforcement of a response gains some
control over that response, and this control is maintained whenever the
stimulus appears, no matter in what co mbination.
often affected by variation of stimuli.

Conceptualization is

One famous study (Heidbreder, 1946-

49) revealed that concepts evolved more easily from pictures than from verbalizations, and the order of increasing difficulty conceptualized from pictorial
material was concrete objects , spatial forms , and abstract numbers.

This

finding has been contested by one author (Wohlwill, 1957) who contends that the
hlerarchy of difficulty varies with different procedures.
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A related topic is that of e motiona l effects on concept development.
Some concepts appear to have emotiona l overtones that interfere with learn ing of the concept.

One experiment on IJ1e s ubject (Swee tland a nd Childs-Quay,

1958) r evea led that e motiona lly toned sti muli imped ed concept attain me nt for

both e motio nally adjusted and emotiona lly ma ladjusted s ubjects.

The malad-

justed s ubjects took fewest h·ials to learn ne utral concepts, but most trials
to lear n e motional concepts .
There is a positive relationship between consistent reinforcem ent
and e fficient conceptualization (Sax, 1960) . During this study with 120 hi gh
sc hool stude nts , Sax found that as late ncy in presentation of the reinforceme nt incr eased, so did the number of tria ls to r each the learning cr i terion.
A team of resea rche rs (Bruner, Goodnow and Austin , 19 56) a ttempting to discov er the process under ly ing conceptua liza tion required s ubj ects
to sort 8 1 cards a nd categorize them .

The experimenters wer e interested

in the type of strategy the subjects wou ld use in orde r to ca tegorize the set
of cards.

Tltis notion of a "stretegy" e nabled the a u to rs to describe a ll the

re leva nt mo ves, spec ific operations , a nd the content of the subject' s thinking as the class ification concept was deve loped.
Another author (Bomm etveit, 1960) beli eved the conceptualization
process deve lopes in three stages . At first, the subject must define the
properly , a nd pe rceptual understandin g is domina nt.
achieved functiona lly.
developed.

Then the conce pt is

Finally, the ve r ba l understanding of the concept is
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Concepts are often developed slowly " .

out of percepts, mem-

ories , and images , a nd their development is aided greatly by language or
other symbols." (Russell , 1956, p. 162) Accord in g to the same author
(Russell , 1956 , p. 249), concept attainment seems to ".

move alon g

a co ntinuum from simple to comp lex, from concrete to abstract, from
undifferentiated to differentiated, from discreet to organized, from egocentric
to more social. "

The conditions surrounding a concept whic h lead to the expla nation
of what a concept is may be clearly defined by the following:
. a concept exists whenever two or more distinguishable
objects or events have been grouped or classified together a nd
set apart from other objects on the basis of some common
feature or property characteristic of eac h. (Bourne , 1966 ,
p . 22)
The process of conceptualiz ing causes the child to e mploy naming,
counting, measuring, discriminating, abstracti ng, and generalizing.

The

concepts are gained by active processes of muscular activity, motor ma nipulation , ques tioning, reading a nd prob lem solving, often involving inductive,
deductive a nd creative thinking.

(Russell, 1956, p. 249)

In a review of psychological evid e nc e on concept form a tion (Kendler,
1961 , p. 450), co ncept learnin g was defined as a situation involving" . ..
acquisition or utilization, or both, of a common response to dissimilar stimuli."
Another researcher (Hunt, 1962 , p. 2) believes this definition to be too broad,
and would have it read " . . . a co mmon identifying response

. "and

believes that concepts should be genera lizable beyond immediate exper ience.
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Concept developme nt is no t accompl is hed co mplete ly through interna l
maturation and e nvironment factors .

Adults are constantly striving to ac -

quire new concepts and create order from chaos.

For the young c hild, who

must organize his world in order to function in it, development of concepts
is a continuous process .

The actua l development of these concepts iR com-

plex .
First of a ll , concepts do not com e into ex istence suddenly
a nd spontaneously. Although the basis for a concept may
exi st in the e nvironm ent , in the form of things which
illustrate it , a nd although the organism m ay have the inte ll ectua l capacity to ''understand" t he concept, some
learning process has to take place before the concept
ex ists for the organism. Most concepts, if not a ll , are
acquired. (B::>urne, 1966 , pp. 2-3)
According to some theories (Elkind , 19 64; Piaget, 1952), the
ability to conceptua li ze de rives from a n in terna lization of the c hild 's own
action upon objects and that , depe ndin g upon the contents to which they are
applied, these internalizing actions o f grouping, ordering a nd counting give
r ise to c lasses . relations and ma the matical operations a na logous to those
of logic.
Another a uthor (McCullough , 1959) emphasizes the importance of four
factors which inf1uence concept deve lopme nt.

They are experience, age,

emotiona l needs , a nd finally , intelligence, with ab iliti es to discriminate,
deduce , remem ber, genera lize, and hold observed images in the mind .
ln a study done with var ious forms of conserva tion (Beilin, 1965) ,

training in genera l improved the conservation per form a nce.

The types of
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tra inin g used were nonverbal reinforceme nt , verbal reinforcemen t, r ule
instruction , a nd a co mbi nation of the three methods.
garte n c hildre n were used in the study.

A total of 170 kind er-

Thirty-three childr en in the control

group rece ived no tra ining , and the re ma ind e r of the children were divid ed
in to fo ur exper ime ntal groups , eac h group rece iving one of the four types
of trainin g.

The c hildren in the exper ime ntal groups were a lternate ly tested

for length a nd number conservation.

The author found fa ir to substantial

increa s es from pretest to posttest in the number of s ubjects meeting c r iteria
for le ngth and number cons ervation .

The main contributor to the increases

in conservation a bility came within the verba l r ule instruction group .
In all m ea ns of training , the greatest increases in ability ca me

with c hildre n in above median age groups .

The tra ining was mos tly e ffe c tive

with subje c ts at transitional leve ls.
The findings of one researc her (Johnson , 1964) would s uppor t the
fact that language a ids the deve lopm e nt of concepts . In his study, subjects
who were trained to both define a nd verba lize the materia l they were required
to class ify performed significantly better on a s imilar transfer task than did
the s ubjects who were trained to define only or verbalize only.
A tuto ria l la nguage progra m was de ve loped to facilitate a bstract
thinking in young deprived chi ldre n. Short, individua lized tutorin g sessions
on a daily basis were used in an atte m pt to improve I. Q. scores of a number of children in the experim en tal group.

The role of individualized attention

11

in the experime nt was controlled by the use of a control group of children
who received daily individual sessions without special tutoring.

A second

control group received only their usual training in the nursery school
program.

The authors (Blank and Solomon, 1968) report a marked gain

in I. Q . for the group of

~hildren

receiving special individualized training,

a nd no significant gains for e ither of the control groups .

Nu mbe r Concept Developm ent

Many studies have been conducted concernin g number concepts.

A

theoretical description of the genes is of number in the ch ild (Pia get, 1941)
attributes ll1is develo pment to three major stages.

The first stage, that of

global comparisons, appears whe n the ch ild is about sL'< yea rs of age.
Spontaneous interest in nurrbers , the ab ili ty to count, and perceptually
determined num er ical judgments c haracterize th is stage. A year later,
ll1e c hild starts to realize tha t number is an attribute of objects that does
not vary with perceptua l h·ansformations.
stage.

This second stage is the intuitive

During the thi rd stage numerical judgments a nd operations become

stable, consistent, a nd the child has a notion of revers ibility. Even in this
last stage of concrete operations, the child cannot perform operations in
the absh·act.

This ability comes approximately two years later , at age ten.

One a uthor (Estes, 1956) tested 52 c hildre n from four to six years
of age in order to discover the va lidity of Piaget's conclusions.

She found

no stage development, a nd her subjects could either count and responded to
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the tests operationally, or could not count and did not respond in terms
of numbers .
The child, in order to understand what number is, should be able to
manipulate a nd make judgments about perceived objects in such a way that
the order or pattern of the objects does not influence his judgment of the
number.

The chHd should also be able to a rrange the objects in a series

according to some obvious criter ian , such as size.

(Dodwell, 1960)

The same author (Dodwell, 1962) showed the three stages described
by Piaget as global, intuitive and concrete operational as they occurred in
250 children between five and e ight years of age.

Dodwell wanted to explore

the extent to which yoLmg children, while developing concepts of number a nd
conservation of physical quantities, also develop the concept of class of objects and linguistic skills that allow them to deal with the logic of classification and classes.
Another st·udy by the same author (Dodwe ll , 1960) employed Piaget's
c lassification and conservation methods to confirm the original findings of
stage development of numeration , a nd refl ute the findings of Estes, whose
research was not well accepted.

Doclwell confirmed the stages described

by Piaget, and a lso the contention that eve n though young children can count,
they may not fully understand number.
Both researchers (Dod well, 1960; Pia get, 1941) agree that
"number" as such is understood only when the various
concepts of conservation, equivalence, e qualization of differences , and so on , can be attac hed to a group of interchange able units, and this is assessed for a given child not by
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arithm etica l problems , but by the techn iques outlined in his
(Piaget) book. Usually it would be cleniecl that a chile! can use
number successfully before he ca n understand numbers
(Hood, 1962, p. 279)
The e ffect of environment a nd cultural factors upon number concept
development also has been researched.

In one s tudy (Slater, 19 58), children

whose enviroment was more stimulating tended to s how ear lie r atta inm ent
of Piaget's "operationa l" level, a nd more understand ing of number than
child ren in less stimulating environments.
Cultural factors appear to have some influence on number concept
development , according to one researcher (Hyde, 1959).

She found the

stages described by Piaget to be consisten t whe n a pplied to 48 European
childre n , 48 Arab children , 24 India n childre n , and 24 Somali children .
The studies were conducted with all of the c hildren in Arabia , and one of
the most significant findings was that European children tended to ac quire
"operational " understanding of number considerably ea rlier than non-Euro pean
children .

The author attributes this to the fact that the European childr en

were especially privileged , and the non -European children were deprived.
Th e results of one study (Di enes , 1959 ) concerning conceptualiz ation s howed that 10 year old girls approac h tasks more from the open e nd
of the ope n-clo sed dimension than 19 year old boys.

The girls see m ed t.o

concentrate more on the construction of the whole during the m athematical
tasks, while the boys analyzed the parts.
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In the development of seriation , Pia get states that the ability to
arr a nge objects according to their size progresses through three stages
(Piaget , 1947) .

The first step, us ua lly at about age four, is when the c hild

is capable of arra nging sub - series of two to four of ten initial elements in
order, bu t cannot put the sub-series together.

At a bout five or six years

of age . the c hild can form the series by tria l and error.

Finally , at se ve n

or e ight years of age , the c hild proceeds systematica lly looking for the
s m a ll es t or largest e lement first , then for the smallest or largest of the
ones r e m a inin g, continuing in this fashion until he has com pleted the task .
Piaget co ncluded , as a res ult of his developm ental stud ies of seriat ion,
that the c hild possesses a fra me of reference for seriation by approximately
seven or e ight years of age.
Ma ny researchers criticize Piage t's repo rts as being vague, lacking vital data , unstable as to defini t ion , and imprecise.

Nevertheless, a

number of m odern research specialists (Elkind , 1964 ; Prentice, 1963;
Dodwell , 1960) , re producing Piaget's experiments with larger numbers of
subjects, unde r more con trolled conditions , and applying statistic a l analysis and tests of va lidity, have been able to id e ntify all of the major leve ls
of s e riation he describes.
One of the r es earchers testing Piaget's work (Elkind, 1964) used
two s e ts of s ize graded sticks , and asked his subjects to build a stairway
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wif.h one set of the sticks.

After this was accomp lished, the a uthor pro-

duced the second set of sticks, saying they had been "forgotten" and as ked
the c h1ld to insert them where they belonged.

His findings were similar to

those of Piaget, a nd in addition, Elkind found that the child of approximately
five yPa1·s of agP, while being abl e to seriate by trial and e rror the first set,
could not insert the second set of sticks.

Older children, about seven years

of age, could accomplish both tasks.
The c hild in the second stage of ser iation development has an
intuitive representation of the series as a whole made up of unrelated, differentiated parts .

He has a mental picture of the ser ies and can construct

it after tria l and error.

The c hild is beginning to coordinate r elations hips

between the ele ments of the series.

The child uses trial and error behavior

because he tries to construct the series to fit his mental representation of
the stairway. but his series is not r epresented like that of a n adul t.

An

adu lt conceives the series as a set of e lements arranged in an order that
can be ind efi nite ly extended.

The second stage c hild imagines the stairway

to be a set of elements related only by the fact that they join to form the
figure . He regards eac h element as being uniqu e

and can think of no sy-

s tematic way of se lecting them .
The third stage child bas a n operational concept of the series.

The

ac ts of coordinatio n have become internalized and now have the character istics of logical operations.

The c hild regards eac h element in the series
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in relatio ns hip to others and compares each before selecting them for
seriation.
According to Elkind (1964), the child in stage one or two of seriation
regards his finished stairway as a completed figure to which nothing more
can be added .

For this reason, when given the second set of sticks, the

child e ither constructs a second set of stairs alongside or on top of the
fi rst, exc hange s r a ther than adds the sticks, or inserts the elements
randomly in the series.
One researcher (L 'Abate, 1962) expla ins the child's choice of
objects ac cording to his stage of thinking.

At the first stage of seriation,

the child is not ca pable of understanding complex relations.
this s tagc perceives reality in prelogica1 terms.

The child at

From a global approach,

there is an abrupt change into a more fragmentary, detailed perception of
reality.

At this stage, the child starts to think before he acts.

makes a n arbitrary or random selection of objects .

He no longer

The child makes his

choice of objects based on external criteria of a ppropriateness rather than
autistic schemes.
In a study concern ing visual and tactile seriation (Trenary, 1969),
seriation tests with eighty kindergarten a nd first grade children failed to
s how a significant difference between the ser iation ability of boys and girls.
This finding is consistent with another resea rcher on the subject of seriation
(Prentice , 1963).

In contrast to Prentice's findings that practice improves
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sedation ability, Trenary found no s uch improve ment by the children in
the experimental group .

Transfer of Training

Trans fer of training has been credited to certain m ediationa l
processes including verbal associations (Postm an, 1955; Vanderplas, 1958),
a nd schemata (Bruner, 1957a, 1957b).

These schemata are described

(Solley a nd Murphy, 1960) as cognitive frames of reference or outlines o f
prior experience into which immediate perceptions are fitted.
Another descr iption of these schemata (Piaget, 1955) is in sensorymotor terms.

They are transposable or generalizable actions.

Sche mata

are a lso thought to be the e lements common to a ll acts which are equiva lent
from the s ubject's point of view.

Piaget a lso observed the organization of

these sc hemata (Piaget, 1958), a nd concluded that the schemata in the process
of organi zation are repeated playfully by child ren.

Once the sc hemata are

established, they cease to be repea ted , and only serve as a means to an end.
The formation of a learning set has been found necessary during
concept learn ing , a nd or.e a uthor (Harlow, 1959) considers it the basis of
concept formatio n .

Tllis learning set formation is a particular type of

transfer of training, specifically transfer between many problems of a single
class.

The s tudy notes that broad stimulus generalization, or concept forma-

tion , is attained only a fter extens ive training on a wide range of problems.
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Repeated training on a single problem tend s to

decr~ase

the generalizat ion

process , and would probably never produce s ignificant concept formation.
This ability to for m learnin g sets is pos iti vely corre la ted with
the me ntal age of the subject (Ellis, 19 58; Girardea u, 1959 ; Koch and
Meyer, 1959).
Two exper iments (Clarke a nd Cooper, 1966 ; Clarke and Cooper,
1967) with preschool chiUren showed that training on a com plex sorting task
establi shed a learnings 't which greatly e nhanced the ir performance when
trans fe rred to a nother •. ask .

Trainin g on a very simple task resulted

either in s li ghtly negative transfe r, or transfer which was not s ignifica ntly
better tha n tha t of the control group .
Assimilation , fitting new m ateria l into a n existing body of knowledge
and accomod ation or enlarging the fra m e of reference before new knowl edge
can be added, both play an important part in tra nsfer of tra ining.

One study

attemptin g to discover methods of trans fe r of m a thematical concepts (Skemp,
1962) showed a differenc e between subjects for the ra te a t which new material
could be ass imilated, a nd the time required to accomodate this material.
A concept is built in slow stages .

The child must first perceptua lly

und erstand the concept, then use it functionally, then verbalize this und ersta nd ing.

Among the many things a ffecting concept attainment are stimuli ,

motivation , emotions , reinforcemen t , inte rnal maturation , environm e ntal
factors, experience, age , intelligence, la nguage, a nd special indi vidualized
attention .
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Number concepts also are deve loped in stages.

According to one

researcher (Piaget , 1941), these stages are globa l comparisons , intuiti ve,
and co ncrete operations, each successive stage involving a more complete
understanding of number by the c hild.

In order to thoroughly understa nd

number, a c hild s hould be able to ma nipulate ob jects so that the order in
which the objec ts are placed doe s not influence his judgment of number.
One way of manipu lating these objects involves seria tion, or placing the
objects in order by some criterio n , such as size .
The deve lopment of seriation ability follows the same three stages
previously m entioned, a nd has been accred ited (L'Abate, 1962) to the child 's
stage of thinkin g a lto ge ther.

Once the child masters the concept of seriation

with one set of objects, he s hould be able to transfer this training, by means
of a formed learning set, to a nother set of objects.
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DEFINITIONS AND WORKING DEFINITIONS

Seriation or ordering, accord in g lo P iage t (19 47'), is the ab ility to
arran ge objects according to the i r s i ze.

In t.his s tudy, the e mphasis will be

placed on the fact that the chi ld not only learns to arrange t he objects by
their size , but that he does so from left to right , from the smallest object
to the largest.

Other forms of seriation s uch as reversal of the order , stack-

ing the objects upright , or placing the objects horizontally will not be scored
on t he tests.
Transfer re fers to the phe no m e na tha t when a c hild learns one certain cogniti ve set or sche m ata, he will be able to generalize this learnin g
to another task requiring the same cogniti ve set as the original.
the child will m a ke two transfers.

In this study,

T he first will be a transfer from seriation

of the original objects used in the learning task, ten wooden size graded sticks
called Cuise naire Rods , to seriation of ten larger Cuisenaire Rods, approximate ly three times larger than th e first set.

The second transfer will be

mad e from ser ia tion of the large Cuis e nair e Rods to seriation of ten white
sty rofoa m ba ll s , a lso grade d in s ize.
Ma tc hing refers to the ac t of comparing objects according to t he ir
simi larities or equa l attributes.

The c hild ren in this study may, in the

initia l experime nta l session , match the Cuisenaire Rods by color or length .
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Categorizing is the process of grouping objects according to a
certain obvious criterion , for instance length or color.
The Cuisenaire Rods are wooden blocks, 3/8 inch wide, and varying in length from 3/8 inch to 3 3/4 inch by incre ments of 3/8 inch.

There

are te n sizes, a nd co lors of Cuisenaire Rocls will a l Ro be re fer red to as Rods
during the remainder of this report.
Three stages often referred to throughout this study have been
defined (Paiget, 1947) as:
Global--Children at this first stage of seriation development,
usually about four years of age, can order sub-series of two to four of ten
initial ele me nts, but are unable to put the sub-ser ies together.
Intuitive--During the second stage of seriation developm ent, children of approximately five or six years of age can order one set of elements
by trial and error, but are unable to insert a nother set of elements into
the original seriation.
Concrete opera tional--At this stage of seriation development c hildren
can ma ke a series of elements and correctly insert a second set of e lements
within the first seriation.

The third stage child, usually about seven or

eight years of age , regards each element for insertion separately

and has

to dea l with the problems of smaller than a nd larger than for each element.
Trial and error selection is the method used by children in the
first a nd second stage of seriation.

These children cannot correctly
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se lec t the sma ll est or largest eleme nt first , then the s mallest or largest
of the ones r e maining , continuing with this procedure until the ir seriation
is co m ple ted .

Ra ther , they have a mental image of the series, and manip-

ul a te the objects until their series fits the im age they have of it.

These

c hi ldr en e mploying trial a nd error seriation do not regard eac h e lem e nt
sepa r a tely fo r insertion , but concen trate on the whole a rrangement o f e le me nts .
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Setting

The t hree Child Development Laboratories are operated by the
Department of Family and Child Deve lo pment at Utah State University, in
Logan , Utah.

The three laboratory units share a central kitchen, a libra r y,

a nd three equipme nt closets, as well as a large outside playground with some
permanent e quipm e nt and a supply of movable e quipment stored in a large
garage adjacent to the playground . All of the indoor equipment such as
pu zz les , sma ll wooden cars and trucks, manipulative toys, and science
equip m ent is shared by all of the Child D velopment Laboratories and kept
in the three closets previously mentioned.
Each room c ontains child sized tables, chairs, lockers, shelves
for manipulative equipment, sink a nd toilets.

Eac h child has a locker of

his own in which to keep clothing a nd personal items.

Large wooden blocks,

s m a ll wooden unit blocks, playhouse furniture and equ ipment, a jungle gym,
and a rug area with books and r ecords can be found in each room .
At least one wall of each laboratory contains one way glass.

Be-

hind this glass is a booth from wh ich the c hildren are observed by students
o f c h.ild development classes.

Webbed screening above and below the glass

permits the observers to hear conversation in the room.
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Seven groups of 20 childre n ea ch mee t in the Child Development
laborator ies.

Eac h group of 20 chi ldre n , ten boys a nd ten girls , is super-

vised by four student teachers and one faculty member.

The children a ttend

the Child Development Laboratory two and one-half hours each day,
through Thurs day each week.

Monday

Friday of eac h week is utilized by the stude nt

teac he rs to plan the next week's activities.
The Child Development Laboratory s erves a dual purpose of giving
chi ld ren experie nces to foster cognitive, social and physical development ,
as we ll as t rai n potential teachers, who serve in the laboratories as student
teac he rs.
Each of the

·tr student teachers is required to plan two complete

weeks durin g the quar .e r of school s he serves in the laboratory

and to func -

tion as the head teacher during this time . In this capacity as the head teac her,
she must give instructions for the a ctiviti es s he has planned, supervise these
activities, a nd direct the other teac hers in s upporting positions.
schedul e in eac h laboratory is !lexible , de pending upon the plans
teac he r in charge .

The da ily
nR

de by the

The head teache r may bring the total group of children

toge ther for a story, an art acti vity, mus ic, a visitor, a science or food
exper ience, or juice time.
Part of each day, from one hour to one and one -half hours is spent
in free play.

During this time the chi ldren are a llowed to play in any area

of the room they wish and use any facilities available to them.

The teachers

talk w ith the children , reinfroce conce pts lea rn ed through experiences and
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play, he lp clarify a difficult concept, liste n to the c hildren discuss subjects
of interest, or perhaps read stories to a s ma ll group of children on the r ug.
During these periods of free play, the author asked each child in
the experim ental group to come into another room and play a game with
the Cui se naire Rod s .

The child was abse nt from his room for not m ore tha n

15 minutes eac h session, twice a week for four weeks.
The a uthor a nd the child went into the Child Developm ent Libra ry .
It is a room approximately 12 feet square in which the books, pictur es,

record s, and musical instruments for the Child De velopme nt Laboratories
are kept.
c ha irs.

In the center of the room is a c hild size table with two child s ize

The c hild performed the seriation tasks while seated at the table

bes ide the autho r .

The 24 children used in this study were c hos en randonly from the
four yea r old c hildren in the three mornin g Child Development Lavoratories
a nd the mid-morning Child Deve lopm ent Labora tory a t Utah State Univers ity.
Twelve girls and 12 boys were c hos en by controlling the number for each
sex.

This was done s pecifica lly to compa re the seriation ability of boys

a nd girl s.
All of the children reside in the Cache Va lley area of Utah , a ltho ugh som e ha ve moved here .from e lsewhere because their parents are
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stude nts at the uni vers ity.

Most of the subects in the sampl e are the child -

ren of college students , some are c hildren of professors at Utah State University , and the remaining children are from local families of various professions.
Although the Cuisenaire Rods are used in the Child Development
Laboratories , they were removed from use during the period of time this
study was conducted, so the c hances of practice outside of sessions with the
author were minimized.

When the Rods a re used in the laboratories , t hey

are used not as a n instructiona l piece of e quipment for total class participation , but as a c hoice during free play.

Instruments

Small Cuisenaire Rods
All 10 of the Rods were 3/ 8 inch wide a nd vary in length from 3/ 8
inch to 3 3/ 4 inch by increments of 3/ 8 inc h. Each of the Rods is a different
color .

For the purpose of testing seriation a bility with six Rods , two units

apart in length , a nother Rod was added to the original set.

This eleventh Rod ,

also 3/8 inch wide, was one increment longer than the te nth Rod in the set.
TI1e additiona l Rod was used in the pilot study a nd the pretest for the main
study.

During the remainder of the study only the original 10 Cuisenaire

Rods were used.
The Cuisenai re Rods have been numbered for ease in reporting
which Rods the c hild seriated, and in what order th is ser iation was made.
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The Rod s a r e numbered from one to 10, one as the s ma llest Rod , 10 a s the
la r ges t .

When it is necessary to mention the additional Rod , it is designa ted

as the eleve nth Rod .

Large Cuisena ire Rod
All 10 of the la rge Cuisenaire Rods are 1 3/ 8 inch wide , and vary
in le ngth from 1 3/8 inch to 13 3/ 4 inch by increments of 1 3/ 8 inch.
The s e la rge Rods are colored corresponding to the s ma ll Rods.

The

smallest Cuisena ire Rod in each set is the same color , and the second Rod
in le ngth in each set is the same color, as well as a ll of the other Rods corr e sponding in length are also the same color . No additional Rod was used
with the larg e CLlisena ire Rods .
The figures s hown below are the actual siz e of the sm all Cuisenaire
Rods .

The Rods a re colored as s hown in both sets of Rods . The eleve nth Rod ,

howeve r , was not used with the set of la rge Rods.

The num er a ls s hown be-

low each Rod indicate the position of that Rod in the seriation of all 10 Rods,
a nd will be used to report t he order in whi c h each s ubj ect seriated the Rods
for each l.ask.
The length of each Rod is s hown in inch es .
Cuisenaire Rod is s hown beneath eac h color na m e.

The length of each s mall
The length of each large

Cuisenai re Rod is shown above each Rod.
Each subject was required to match the s m a ll Cuisenaire Rods to
four c har ts.

Two of these charts were figures of randomly arr a nged Rods
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Cuisenaire Rods , shown in length and color code.

on a ca rdboard background , actually twice as large as the exam ple s hown
be low.

The first chart con ta ined co lor coded figures, with the lengths of

the figures and the colors c orrespondin g to the Rod s.
was id entical to the first, but without color cod ing.
Rods were shown on the second chart.

The second c har t

Only outline s of the
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The second two charts p ictured a senes of small CUisenau·e Rods
a1·ranged from left to right

smallest to lart;est

One of the charts was

color cocled w1th the appropnate lengths o f Hocls colored corres po nd111g to
t he Cuiseml irf' Hods that would matc h the m .
same serwt i n

Th e o th e r chart showed the

but conta 111ed no co lo 1· cod in g to u1d the child in pl a ceme nt

of the small Cuise naire Hod s .
length of eac h Rod.

The only c lue the c hlld had was the outline or

The fi gu re s ho11 n below is the ac tua l si ze used on both

char ts.
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Styrofoa m ba lls
The 10 white styrofoam

ball~

1ar.v in ciJ a mte r by gro111ng increments.

1\s the d iam eter of the balls increa~e so t he d1flerence bet11een the styrofoam
balls inereases.

The diameter of the ballb a1·e

1 5/8 inch . 2 in c hes . 2 1/2 irche s , 3 inehes

1/ 2 inc h , 7/ 8 inch , 1 1/ 4 inch ,

4 inches , 5 inphes anrl R inc hes .

The reaso n for the geowwg increments bet1veen the Styrofoam balls
becomes obvious when t11o larger styro foa m balls , with peehaps a 5 inch
diameter and a 6 inch diameter are compared
relatively easy to perce1ve.

Th1s difference in size is

lf the differe nce between the two largest balls

was the same as the difference between the two smallest balls , 3/ 8 inch , the
discrimmalion ta s k wou ld be much moee difflcult.
The styrofoam balls are very hard to seriate in a straight line without some gu ide. or an instrument to keep Jhe m from eolling .

For this reason ,

a sheet of co lored construction pape r , 36 inche s long and 12 inches wide was
used on which to place the balls

Te n holes o f e qual size were punched in

the paper to keep the balls from roll in g.

Th e holes were 3 inches apart.

The chi ld was instructed to place on e ball on each hole in the paper .

Pilot Study

Ten children , five gir ls and five boys

were random ly selected from

the theee morning Child Development Labo ratories at Utah State University .
Although the sample was controlled for the sex of the child

age was not a
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tact or as the author wished to see any poss1ble pattem of seriatiOn correspondmg to the age of the ch!ld
The cluld was taken from Ius room dunng a free play period

a nd

accompanied t he author int o the C hil d Deve lopm ent L ib rary , After a s hort
t1me of exploruloi'Y play with the C lll se n a ~t·e Rods

tho c luld was introdu ced

to the ;crmtwn task in this "ay:
Experimenter--These are called Rods
them to play a game

and we are going to use

I w !II show you how

I have fou r

Rods , and 1 will pu t the m in order in this box .
put the s ma llest Rod he r e in the le ft corn er
the Rod that is just a lilli e ltn·ger

like steps.

The n I put

a nd the n l put th e Rod

that is jus t a li ttJe large r next to it .
est Rod r ight here .

First , I

The n I put the larg-

Now my fingers ca n go up the Rods

See if yo u r fingers can go up the Rods , too .

ow I wan t to see if you can do the sa m e thi ng wi th different Rods.
T he ori gm a l Rods are take n away. and the c hild is given t hree d iffere nt Hod s
le ngth .

T he firs t three Rod s the c hil d is give n are four units apa rt in

If the c hild orders these correc tl y

fro m le ft to right , s m a lles t to

largest , as in t he de mons tra tion . he is g iven a different se t of four R ods
but not the same ones used to demonstrate
U these fo u r Rods are also ordered correctly

six different Rods .

the c hild is given

T he critet'IOn fo 1· eac h of these tasks is one e rror ,
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a lthough if lhe c hild realizes a mistake and I hen corn·cts it on his own , this
is no t r ega rded as an error

After lhe child slops manipulaung the Rods

the experim e nter a sks if he has finished

If I he child replies he ha s fini s hed ,

1he experimenter I hen asks if he has don e U1e seria lion correctly .

The score

is taken when lh P cluld has fini s hed o nd is sa ti s fied tha t his seriation is
co rrec t.
The score the child receives is the number of Rods seri ated
co r rectly
The resu lts of the pilot s tudy were :
Subject

~~

Tina

3- 11

Res ponse
She ordered three Rods , the n
four Rods correctly . She left out two
of the six Rod s .

Jay me

F

4-8

6

She ordered three Rods , then
four Rods correctly.
Rods
"Oh

Todd

M

3- 11

3

When give six

s he sa 1d . "[ca n't do it " Then ,
I get it , " and finished the tas k .
He ordered three Rods correc tly .

Whe n give n four Rods , he stood them on
end and ~aid , " Llike to make churches ''

The a uthor said . "Ca n you remember how
we d1d it?" He replied . "I can '1.
to make churc hes . "

I like
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Subject

Sex

~

MJ<:: hael

M

3-11

Response
0

When shown the demonstratJOn
he sa1d

"They look like steps!" When

given the three Rods to serwte , he
spread them out , then stacked them.
He said that was correctly done
Dawn1e

F

4-5

She co rrectly ordered three , then

4

four Rods

She reversed two of the six

Rods on the final task .
Troy

M

4-9

4

11-----
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7 - -5--

He seriatecl tlu·ee Rods correctly.
Given four Hods , he said , "That one's
IJ!lles l and that one's bigger . and
that one's bigger, and that one's the

1-

biggest.

Six Rods were seriated as

pictured at the left.
Ben

M

3-3

0

lie watched as the author did
the seria tJOn task

but could not

order the first three Rods .
Janet

F

4-6

4

She ordered three then four
Rods correc tly .
Rod s

When given s1x

s he mIsplaced one .

She said

her serwtw n was correct. the n said
1t was not , but she did not know how to

"make it right "
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Subject

§.£!:'

~

Score

M

4-8

0

fly an

10
6--

2-

10
7--4-1 -

11
9
15-37---

Tlesponse
He watched closely as the author
comp leted the task.

When g1ven the

first three Rods , his sena lion was
honzontal

He also seriated the

next four Rods horizontally

W11en

given six Rods. he placed them in
the same horizontal manner, but the
order was incorrect, unlike the two
prevwus tasks
Leslie

F

3-4

3

See picture at le ft .

She ordered three Rods correctly.
Four Hods were seriated in cor rectly ,
but she sa id they were correct.

Pilot Study Results
Boys
Ben

3-3

0

Todd

3-11

3

Mean age, boys

4.3

Ryan

4-8

0

Mean sedation

1.4

Troy

4-9

4

Michael

5-2

0

Girls
Leslie

3-4

3

Tina

3-11

4

Mean age

Dawnte

4-5

4

Mean seriation

girls

4. l
4. 2
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G1rls
J a ne t

4-6

4

J ay m e

4-8

6

The interes ting results of this pilot study , including the response of
each child to th e ta sk as well as the marked differe nce in th e ability of boys
a nd girl s to sena te . was a n incentive to the au thor to co ntinue the study .

Main Study

Twe nty-four children . four yea rs of age , were randomly selected
from three morning Child Developm e nt Laboratories and one mid-morning
Child Deve lopm ent Laboratory a t Utah Sta te University .

The children were

given a pre test to eva luate their le ve l o f se ri a tion .

Each child was taken individually by the author , who conducted
al l e xperiments , into a room apart f1·om the actua l laboratory .
room is the Child Development Library
size table .

This

The child was sea ted at a c hild

On the table was a board m easur in g 12 in c hes x 12 inches x 1/ 2

inch a nd a n assor tm e nt of Cuis e na ire Hod s .
as to provid e a fra me for the Hod s .

The board has a raised edge so

The Cuisenaire Hods are wooden unit

blocks , 10 different lengths and colors . A more co mplete description is
gjve n on pages 26-27.

One additiona l Hod was used during the pretest to

enable the chi ld to seriate six Rods . two units apart in length.

This eleve nU1
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Rod was one increment , or 3/8 inch longer than the longest of the 10
origina l Rods .
Four of these Rods , the second , fifth , eighth , and eleventh Rods
i n l ength were scattered on the board . After the c hild was seated at the
table , the E:!\[:>er imenter said :
Experimenter: Today we are goi ng to play a ga me . These are
called Rods , and we will us e them to play the ga me.
will show you how . I have four Rods , a nd I will put
them in order on this board .
Rod in the left corner .

First , I put the sma ll est

Then I put the Rod that is just

a little billarg·er tha n that one next to it.

Then I put

the one that is just a littl e larg·er, a nd then I put the
largest Rod right he r e at the e nd . Now my finge rs
can go up the Rods like steps.
go up the Rods too.

See if your fingers can

Now I want to see if you can do the

same thing with different Rods .
The origi na l Rods were taken away , and the c hild was given three
different Rods .
lengtlJ.

These three were the second , sixth , and tenth Rods in

If the c hild ordered these three Rods correc tly from le ft to right,

sma llest to largest, as he was shown in the demonsh·ation , he was then
given four Rod s to seriate.

These four Rods were not the ones used in

the demonstrat ion , but were the first , fourth . seventh , a nd te nth Rods in
length .
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If these four Rods were also seriated correctly , the child was

given Six Rods , The Rods in this last task were the first, third , fifth ,
seve nth

mnth and eleventh Rods in le ngth,

The criterion for each of the

tasks was one e rror , although if the c hild realized a mistake and corrected
it , lh1s wa s no t an error,

After the child stopped manipulating the Rods ,

the experimenter asked if he had finished,

If the c hild said he had finished,

the experimenter asked if he had done the task correctly,

Only when the

child said he had finished , and was satisfied that the task was correct , was
the score taken,

Some children in the pilot study hesitated to correct

mistakes in their seriation, although they realized that something was wrong,
For thi s reason, the a uthor asked the child if he had clone the task correctly,
and if the child sa id he had not , the a uthor told the child he could c hange
the Rods,

No help or prompting was g iven to the c hildre n during seriation,
The children were matched in pairs, then divided into two groups

according to their level of seriation, as indicated by t he score on IJ1e pretest,

When many children seriated correc tly the same number of Rocls,

they were matc hed also by age and sex,

One of the two groups , or 12 child-

ren, six boys and six girls , became the control group and received no training and practice in the seriation tasks,

The other group of 12 children, six

girls and six boys , received training and practice in seriation a nd served
as the experimental group during the study,

Twice a week for four weeks,

15 minutes each session , these c hildren in the experimental group worked
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individually wHh the Cuisenaire Rods a nd the author.

The sessio ns went

as follows·
F1rst session

Exploratory.

all of the small Cuisenaire Rods.

The children became acquainted with

Most c hildre n spent the time building ,

matching colors or le ngths of the Rods , a nd asking questions of the author.
The author d1d answer questions , but did not instigate conversation or give
clues to discovery of principles that would be used in the study.

Reinforce-

ment of correct concepts discovered by the children was given.
Second session: A chart with colored figures matching the small
Cuisenaire Rods was used . See page 29 for an illustration .
on

the chart were identical in color and size to the Rods

randomly arranged.

The figures

a nd were

The task expected of the c hild was that he matc h

the Rods to the cha rt.
After completing the first chart, the child matched the Rods to
a second chart on which the figures were arranged in a seriated. left to
right. smallest to largest order.
color coded.

The figures on this chart were also

During the session and every following session until the trans-

fer tests were given , the experimente r would talk with each child , asking
questions as , "Which Rod is smaller than thi s (hold up the Rod) red Rod?"
or "Show me a Rod that is smaller than this (hold up the Rod) yeJi ow Rod ,
but lar ger than th is (hold up the Rod) green Rod. "
By showing each Rod as it is named , any advantage some children
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may have had by knowing co lor names was el iminated .
Third session: The child would match the Rods to a chart that
contained outlines of randomly arranged Rods, identical to the first chart ,
but without any color cod ing.

For this task, the only clue to the child was

the length of the outline.
The child then matched the Rods to a c hart with the outlines of
seriatcd Rods .

The figures were seriated in a smallest to largest, left

to right order.

Tltis second chart had no color coding. See page 30 for

an illustration.
Fourth session The child seria ted the 10 small Cuisenaire Rods
from le ft to right , smallest to largest , on the chart of seriated outlines ,
but without color coding.

After this was completed, the child seriated the

10 sma ll Cuisenaire Rods in the same order, using only the wooden frame
used in the pretest.

The experimenter gave only verbal instructions .

Experimenter: I want you to put these Rods in order.

Put the

smallest Rod in this comer (pointing) and then put
the rest of the Rods in order, getting a little larger
and a little larger, so the largest Rod is last.
Fifth sess ion: The child repeated the task from the previous
session.

He seriated the Cuisenaire Rods from left to right, smallest to

largest , with only verba l instructions from the experimenter. After the
child completed the task, he transferred this learning of seriation to the
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la r ge r Cuisenaire Rods .

The la rger Cuisenaire Rods are approximate ly

t hree times Ia t·ger than the small Cuisenaire Rods , colored corresponding
to the small Rods .

The tmits of measurement a lso correspond , the small-

es t Rod in each se t being the unit of difference between the rest of the Rods .
The c hildren were scored on this transfer task according to a one error
crite rion .
Si.xth s ession: The child seria ted the larger Cuisenaire Rods only ,
in the sam e, l eft to right , smallest to largest order.

The child had a

line taped on the table to help placement of the !ower edge on the Rods .
Seventh session: l11e ch ild seriated 10 white styrofoam balls in
left to right. smallest to largest order.

A long sheet of paper with 10

e quidistant dots punched from the paper was used to help the child place
the balls and keep the balls from rolling.
be placed on which dot was given , howe ver.

No c lue as to which ball should
Each dot was the same size.

One e rror was the criterion for this task .

Control posttest
The posttest for the control group of 12 children, six girls a nd
six boys , consisted of the two tTansfer tasks of the experimental group .
These two tasks were seriation of the larger Cuisenaire Rods in a left to
right , smallest to largest order, and seriation of the 10 white styrofoam
balls in the same left to right , smallest to largest order.

l'he child was
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fir s t given all 10 of the large Cuisena ire Rods.
10, he was the n given three of the large Rods.
six th , and tenth Rods in length.

If he cou ld not seriate all

These three were the second ,

If he seriated these three correctly , the

c hild was then given four large Rod s .

These Rod s were the first, fourth,

s eve nth , a nd te nth according to their length in the complete seriation.
Completing thls task correctly, the child was given six of the large Cuisenaire
Rods .
length .

The se were the first, thlrd, fifth, seventh, ninth , and tenth Rods in
No additional or eleventh Rod was used with this set of large

Cuisenaire Rods.

If the chlld did correctly seriate thes e six large Rods,

he wa s again given a ll 10 of the Rods.
The sa me procedure was followed with the 10 white styrofoam
balls , first giving the child a ll 10 of the balls to seriate. If he could not,
he was given three balls , the second, sixth , a nd tenth in size , to seriate.
A correct seriation on this task enabled the child to seriate four balls.
These four we r e the first , fourth , seventh, and tenth balls in size . A chl ld
s eri a ting a ll four bal ls correctly was given the first , thlrd , fifth , seventh,
ninth and te nth . If the child correctly seriated all six of these balls , he
was again give n a ll 10 styrofoam balls to seriate.
The score the chlld received was the number of objects , either
balls or large Rods , the child seriated correctly.

One error criterion was

used in scoring. A failure at any one task gave the child the score of the
last task which had been completed correctly . After an incorrect seriation ,
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the child was not give n the next task to complete.
If the chi ld at first seriated correctly all of the objects he was
given , his score was 10 . If he seriated the 10 objects incorrectly , either
large Cuisenaire Rods or styrofoam balls, he was given three of the objects
to seriate . If he did not seriate thes e three objects correctly , his score
was zero.

If he did seriate them correctly, he then was given four objects.

A child who incorrectly seriated four objects was given the score of three ,
his last correct seriation.
score was arrived at.
give n six objects.

Only one error was permitted before the seriation

A child correctly seriating four of the objects was

An incorrect seriation gave the child a score of four ,

his la st correct seriation.

Correct seriation permitted the child to en-

counter the task of seriating all 10 objects once again.

Should the child

now make an error in seriating all 10 of the objects, his score would be six,
his last correct seriation.

Correctly seriating a ll 10 of the objects I..Uuld

give the child a score of 10.

Analysis of Data

The statistical method used was the T test for significance . It
was used to determine whether there was a significant difference between
the scores of the experimental group of 12 children and the control group of
12 children on the tasks of seriation of the larger Cuisenaire Rods , a nd
seriation of the styrofoam balls.

The test was a lso used to determine
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the difference between the scores of the boys and the girls on the intlial
s e ri a tion of the small Cuisenaire Rods during the pretest , seriation of the
la r ger Cuisena ire Rods , and seriation of the styrofoam balls .

While mak-

ing this comparis on , scores of the boys a nd girls were compared onl y within the it· own gr ottp . Specifically, scores of boys in the experimenta l group
were compared with scores of girls in the same group.

Scores of boys in

the control group were compared with scores of girls in the control group .
The investigator a lso looked at the difference between t.he pretest
scores and the posttest scores of the children in t he experimental group to
discover any increase abil ity to seriate.
The T test was also used to determine any significant differe nc e
in the ability of girls in the experimental gro up to seriate as compared to
the girls in the control group.

The scores of the boys in each group were

also c ompared in the sa me manner.

This comparison was made on the

seda tion tasks of the large Cuisenaire Rods and the styrofoam balls .

Testing Results

The res ults of the pretest will be reported according to the chi ld's
age , sex , and the number of Cuis enaire Rods ordered correctly , without
error .

The child was first given three Rods to ser iate.

seriated these , he was given four Rods.
rectly . he was given six Rods.

If he correctly

If these four were ser iated cor-

If the child made an error when seriating
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the Rods from any one task, his score was the number of the Rods in the
last task s e riated correctly. If, for example , the child incorrectly seriated
the six Rods , his score would be four.

After an incorrect seriation on any

task , the chi ld was not given the next task to complete .
Ele ven Rods were used in the pretest.

The additional Rod was

use d with the o r iginal 10 Cuisenaire Rods to permit a seriation of six Rods ,
two units a pa rt in length.
The explanation of the child 's seriation will be clone with numerals .
This will ena ble the reader to understand the order in which the child placed
each of the small Cuisenaire Rods, on the 1<1.sk which was not completed correctly.

If, as in the exa mple previously give n , tl1e child seriated the six

smaLl Cuisenaire Rods incorrectly, the order in which he placed these six
Rods will be reported.

The Rods are units of measurement and are num-

bered according to their length, o ne as the smallest Rod, 11 as the additional
and longest Rod . A numberal will be used to designate each Rod , and that
nume r al will indicate its position in the seriation of all 11 Rods.

Figures

will also be drawn to show the way in whi c h the child seriated the Rods .
The first task of the pretest was to seriate three
smal I Cuise naire Rods.
and tenth in length.
size at the right.

These were the second, sixth ,

They are pi c ture one-fourth actua l

(2 , 6 , 10)

If the child seriated iliese three

Rods correctly, he was given four Rods.

These were

the first , fourth , seventh , and tenth Rods in length . A

(1 , 4 , 7 , 10)
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c hild correc tly seriating the previous four Rods was
then give n six small Cuisenaire Rods to seriate.

These

six Rods were the first , third, fifth , seventh, ninth ,
and eleve nth Rods in le ngth.

(1 , 3.5 , 6 , 9, 11)

Some c hildren seriated the small Cuisenaire Rods in an unusual way ,
although they were given a demonstration before being required to attempt
the tasks.

One ch ild , rather than putting the Rods in order from the left

to right of the board, ordered them from the bottom to the top of the board.
This seriation will a lso be recorded numerically.

The Rods used in this

case were the first, sourth, seventh, a nd tenth Rods in length . The
ch ild placed the seventh Rod closest to him, the tenth above that Rod ,
the first Rod a bove the tenth, and the fourth Rod in length was placed
farthest from him, toward the top of the board.

This will be recorded

numerically and pictorially as shown:
The sera tion of the Rods will be reported as it was completed
by the child.

If his seriation of the first three Rods was correct ,

but he in correctly seriated four Rods, the four Rods will be repor ted as they were seriated.

See the example at right.

(1 ,7,4,1 0)

Pretest Results

Subject

Age
yr. mo.

Kristin

4- 10

Sex
F

Rods
correct
6

Response
All seriatecl correctly .

4
1
10
7
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Age
~

Ali ce

4-8

Sex
F

Rods
cor r ect
3

Respo nse
Four Rod s were o r de r ed :
1 , 7 ' 4, 10

Mik i

4-2

F

3

Four Rods we r e o rde r ed:
4, 1 , 7 ' 10

Kimbe rly

4- ll

F

6

She corrected one during
the last task .

Ma r y

4- 11

F

6

All seria ted correclly.

Jill

4-5

F

3

She o rde red four Rod s:

4 , 7' 10
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Rod
correct

Subject
Theresa

4-5

F

3

Response
She ordered four Rods.
1 , 10 , 4 . 7.

Michelle

4-3

F

3

Four Rods were ordered:
4, 7, 10

Lisa

4-9

F

4

Six Rods were ordered :
1 , 7, 9, 11 , 3, 5

II
Jana Lee

4-7

F

6

All Rods were seria ted
correctly.

Jacqueline

4- 7

F

6

All Rods were seriated
correctly.

Lyn

4-2

F

6

All Rods were seriated
correctly.
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Subject
Jeff

yr. mo.

Sex

Rods
correct

Response

4-1

M

4

Six Rods were ordered·
1 , 5 , 7 ' 3 , 9 , 11

Chris

1-7

M

6

All Rods were seriated correctly.

Jay

4-6

M

6

He corrected one Rod in la st
task.

Kevin

4-7

M

4

Six Rods were seriated:
11' 3, 5, 9, 7, 1

Russell

4-3

M

4

Six Rods were seriated:
1, 5, 9, 11 , 7 , 3

Roger

4-8

M

3

Four Rods were seriated:
7
4 , 1 , 10
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Age

Rods
correct

~

David

l-5

M

3

Response
Four Rods were seriated
4

10
7

Kraig

4-8

M

6

All Rods were seria ted correctly.

Kirk

4-9

M

6

All Rods were seriated correc tl y.

J e ffry

4-0

M

4

He ordered six Rods:

3, 7, 9 , 11,5

Donald

4-2

M

6

Ail Rods were seriated correctly.

Stephan

4-8

M

6

All Rods were seriated correc tly .
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TolJI number of p;ids

12

Tola I number of

,\\'cragc ag<· of girls

4y rs . 6months

Averageageofboys

Average scrt:llJOII

12
4yrs . 5mo.

Average seriation sco re

bl'O l'e

of glr b

boy~

4.5

of boys

4.7

Control and Experimental Groups

After the pretes t , the children were matched in pairs accordin g to
the it· sex, score on the pre test, a nd age in years a nd months . The s ubj ects
a r e matc hed ac ro ss , the firs t sub ject in the contro l group matc hed with the
fir st s ubjec t in tilC' C'xper im e ntal group .

Table 1.

Contro l a nd exper im enta l groups

Sub ject

Sex

Age

Lyn
Mil<i
Ji ll
Ali ce
Jana Lee
Kimbe rly
J eff
Dona ld
Da vid
Chris

F
F
F
F
F
I"

4-2
·1-2
4-5
4-8
4-7

M
M
M
M
M
M

4-l
4-2

Kraig

Roger

4- 11

4-5

4-7
4-8
4-8

Score
6
3
3

3
6
4
4
6
3
6

6
3

Subj ect
J aceque liJ1e
Michell e
Theresa
Lis a
Kristin
Ma r y
Jeffrey
Jay
Russ e ll
Stephan
Kirk
Kevin

Sex

Age

Score

F
F
F
F
F
F

4-2
4-3
4-5
4-9
4-10
4-11
4- 0
4-6
4-3
4-8
4-9
4-7

6

M
M
M
M
M
M

3
3
4
6
6
4
6
4
6
6
4
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The control gro up o f six boys and s ix gir ls had no ll''llning or
pracllce in se,·iation during the study

Th e expenmental group of six gir ls

nncl six boys received trainmg a nd practice in seriatio n twJCe a week for
four wec: ks

lfi minu1es eac h sess ion . Afte r the fou r wee ks of tra ining the

ex!Jedmc nl<il 14'''"'fJ both gToups of c hild ren we r e giv e n the sa me s e r a tion
tests.
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SESSION ONE RESULTS
Exper!mcnt<J l Group UJrls

Task . Explot"\lory.

The children

be~ame >~cquainted

CUJsenane R ods and the exp erim e nter

w1th the small

Children could bu!ld

m atc h

Rods accorcllng to color or s1z e or manipul a te Rods in a ny way they
wished.

The a utho r ans11 ered questiOns

but did not instruct the

chi ldren in any way or give clues to discove ry of ser1at10n principles.
All 72 Rods were available to the cluldr·en during this session .
Duplicates of all the Rods are found in tht' complete set , as there
arc only 10 different Size s

each s 1ze a different co lor .

Response

Subject

~

Theresa

4-5

She made the cap1tal letters T and N and the
small letter i with the Rods .

She also constructed a

number of squares .
Michelle

4-3

She mad e s quares joined together

and tried to

make a circle with U1e Rod s.
Mary

4-11

She spelled her name backwards . all in capita l
letters

YRAM , then made a fence around it .

made a house with a doo r

doorknob

She a lso

a nd a square
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winclo \1 Ub tng all 72
Kt·t bltn

Rod ~ .

The Rod s come in a sma II plasuc box .

When Kristin

saw this , she said , " I' ll '"' ''nnge them in the box real
nice

Th1s is a special way I'm putting the m in .

These

go together . those arc mates (yellow) . those are mates
(purple)

Some ha ve a whole bunch of mates , cause

they ' re all pretty clos e

s e e? " She held up the first ,

second . and llurd Rod in length , matching them by
size_

Jacqueline

4-2

She made many dHferent capital A's w1th various
colored Rods .

She spel led her name aloud a nd tried

to make the le ttet·s with the Rods

but could only get

as far as JAC , all in capJtal letters . She could not
find a way to make a Q with the Rods , so she gave up.
Lisa

4-9

She made a capt tal letter H , a car , and a house.
Then she put lhL•m a ll in the box .

Expertmenta I Gt·oup Boys

Task: Exploration.
Subject

Age

Kirk

4-9

See previous page for comp lete explanation.
Response
He mad e a wa ll

then a house .

The house fell

over , so he knocked the rest of the blocks over

He
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_t!esponse
then put a ll of them on the floo r, making many rows
o f Hotl s equa l by at1d1ng s horter Rods at the end o f
som e of the
1-.'3

ro"~

He founcl the smn llest Rod, then the largest ,
then compared all o l the other Rods to the two he
had .

He lost inte res t quick ly and put them back

in the box .
Kevin

-l-7

He had a very short attention span.

He made

a few s ma ll sets o f s ta 11·s, not i n any specific
order, then u c hurc h
Jay

He ordered the four s mal lest Rods, then looked
tlu·ough the rest of the Hocls until he found all 10 of the
Rod s .

He ord e red them by tr ia l and er ror.

" That m ight solve it!

He said ,

Yes , that does it! " The n he

grouped them al l by co lo r , tour of each color per
group.
size.

Be the n stac ke d the first four groups by
He tr 1ed to s ta ek the m upright from smallest

to largest
Jeff

4-0

but could only ba la nce the first four Rods .

He stacked all o f the Rods upright in a square .
He then made a p lane

a car , a nd tried to make some
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Response
stait'S . but on ly had three in a row

He compared

the si z es a nd the colors of the Rod s , call ing them
"Jow" a nd "high" Hod s .
Stephan

4 8

He ma de a fe w s tacks o f Rods
very quickly . and put them away.

lost interest
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SESSION TIVO RESULTS
Expe nm e nta I Group G1rls

Task · The clulcl wa s required to matrh flw CtllsenaH·e Rods to a cha t·! o f
rand o mly arra nged , color coded figure s of Rods . See the illustration on page 29 .

The figures were paper shapes of Rods mounted

on lightwe ight cardb oard . After the child completed tlus task
then matc hed 10 of the Rod s. one of each SJ.<e
se n ated , color coded figures
child to use .

he

to a chart showmg

All 72 Rods were available for the

Many of the Rod s \\ere required for the first task ,

and the c hild had to selec t one of ea c h s 1ze from the total number
of Hod s for the second t.nk

Subj ect

~

Theresa

4-5

She had no problem wi th either task

Mi c he ll e

4-3

She cove r ed a II of I he s ha pes with no problem.

Responses

She wou ld look a t the c hart , see what she needed , and
gather those Rocb in he r hand to place the board .
Ma1y

4-11

She matched the Rods to the figures ea sily . She
said she could tell where they went "by their size a nd

color."
Kl'istm

4-10

She co mpl e ted both tasks easily .
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Subject
Jacque li ne

Age

4-2

Response
She had no problem on the first task

On the

second task , requinng her to match the Rods to the
seriated figures

she had some difficulty with the

sixth Rod . dark green and the seventh or black Rod .
She corrected thiS
Lisa

4-9

however

On the first task some of the figures were joined
together .

When two figures of the same color were

joined , it appea1·d that one Rod , twice as long , was
needed

The child had to solve th1s problem in order

to complete the char·t and place two Rods over t he
figure .

Lisa had some trouble with this . She did not

know whether to match by color , because she could not
find "a red Rod that long" or find a Rod that was as
long as the figure , but not the same color.

She finally

solved the problem , placing two red Rods on the figure .

Experimenutl Croup Boys

Task:

Matching Rods to the random ly arrang·ed figures on a chal't, then
matching the Rods to the senated figures on another chart.
previous page for the complete explanation.

See
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Subject

~

Kirk

4-9

Response
He had no problem with the double figures
completed the ra ndom c hart easily .

a nd

When matclung

the Rods to the ser ia tecl chart , he skipped the dark
green and black Rods
places .

a nd put the brown Rod in both

The expe rim e nte r asked him , after he had

finished , if everything was correct , and he took the
two brown Rods off replacing them with a dark
green and a black Rod .
Husse ll

4-3

Both tasks were done quickly a nd easily.

He

said he cou ld tell whe r e the Rods went by the size
and colo r·.

He had no problems with adjacent figures ,

whether they were multiples (unlilce Hods joining) or
doubles (like Rods joining).
Kev in

4-7

He did not want to do the task and said he a l ready knew how

He finally de cided to match them

to prove he could do it.

Both tasks were easy for

him to do .
Jay

4-6

He could tell multiples by comparing the size and
color and so lved double figUI·es the same way .

li e

said , "This only needs two whites, because it's bigger
than one white and not as big as tbree . " He a lso
noticed . "Two whites is the same as one red ." a nd
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Responses
"Three whites is the same as one green " Another
discovery Ja y made was, "One green plus wh1te is
the same as this (he held up a purple Rod ). " Thes e
response s weee not called foe , neither were they
directly expressed to the a uthor but seemed more
to be observations he verbalized .
Jeff

4-0

He had a hard time with the multiple at first
but later discovered how to solve them .

He could

order the Rods correctly a fter an explanation of what
he should do but skipped a few Rods because he could
not find the ones he needed when he wanted them.

He

went back and filled in the spaces later.
Stephan

4-8

He matched the Rods to ail of the single figures
but avoided the doubles and multiples.

After com-

pleting the single matches , he we nt back and finished
the others .
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SESSIO

THREE RESULTS

Experimental Group Girls

Task.

The child matched the Rods t.o a c hart containing figures of r a ndomly
arra ng·ed Rods .
only .

These figures were not color coded, but outlines

The only clue to the child was the length of the figure.

The

child then matched the Rods to a chart of seriated outl ines of the 10
smal l Cuisenaire Rods .
Subject

~

Theresa

4-5

These were not color coded .
Responses

She sa id she cou ld tell where the Rods were to
go by their size.

Sh found most of the Rods needed

by just looking at the fig·ure, without trial a nd error.
Both tasks were done easily.

She ran her finger a long

the Rod before placing it on the board .
Michelle

4-3

She measured each Rod with the o utline on tl1e
c hart, completing eac h task by trial and error.
had some difficulty with the multiple figures

She

but

solved them by lTial a nd error also.
Mary

4 -11

She had no problems with either task.

Both tasks

were done by compa t•ing the Rods to the outlines on the
chart by looking at both, not matching , then placing
the Rods where they belonged.
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Subject

~

Kristin

4-0

Response
She cou ld tell where the Rods went without using a tria l and eLTor method.

The ordered task was

done by picking up one Rod of each size , holding
them all in her hand , then placing them where they
belonged , beginning with the smallest Rod .
Jacqueline

4-2

She had a hard time at first finding the correct
Rods to fit the outlines on the random chart.

Then

she began by trial a nd error and completed both
tasks.

She said the ordered chart looked like an old

camera.
Lisa

4-9

She found the Rods eas ily and placed them without using the trial and error method . Both the random
chart a nd the seriated c hart were completed by looking at the figure, then finding the Rod needed to rna tch
it, then placing the Rod .

Experimental G1·oup Boys

Task: The c hild matched the Rods to a chart of randomly arranged outlines ,
witl>out color coding.

He then matched the Rods to a chart of seriated

outlines, without color cod ing. See the previous page for a comp lete
explanation.
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Subject

~

Kirk

4-9

Response
He measured each Rod with the outlines untiJ
he fou nd the correct pl ace for U1e Rod , then pl aced
it.

HusseJJ

4-3

Both tasks we r e comp leted by trial and error.
He could tell which Rod he needed by what s ize

they were, he said .

He compared the Rods with each

other r a ther than with the outline of the Rod.

He had

a hard time finding the fourth Rod in length on both
tasks and wanted to use two of the second Rods
instead .
Kevin

4-7

He finally found the Rod needed.

He made no mistakes and only used the trial
and error method in two instances .

He chose Rods

at random , then looked for a place to put them on
the chart.

He co mple ted the seriated chart by tri a l

a nd error.
J ay

4-6

He looked for a Rod to match the boa rd rather
than finding a place on the board to match the Rod he
selected, as Kevin had don e .

He knew , on the ser-

iated tas k. which Rod was next and would talk to
himself, saying "Now 1 need a red one. "
Jeff

4-0

Jeff also looked for a Rod to match the space
he s a w , to comple te the random ly arranged cha rt.
The ordered task was done by trial and error,
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Response
selecting a space, then trying Rods until he found
one to fit the space
Stephan

4-8

He completed the randomly arranged chart by
comparing sizes of the Rods.

Then he would choose

one of the Rods and find the place it went.
ordered chart was done by trial and error.

The
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SESSION FOUR RESULTS
Experimental Group Girls

Task:

'!'h e clulrl seriaterl the 10 s m a ll

Cuisen~ire

Rods on the chart show-

ing outlined seriated figures , but no co lor cocling.

The child then

seriated the 10 small Cuisenaire Rocls using only the frame used
in the pretest.

No chart was used for the second task.

The child

was given verbal instructions only.
Sttbject

~

Theresa

4-5

Responses
She made one correction on the second task,
but completed the seriation with no errors .

Michelle

4-3

The a uthor had to explain the task to her very
slowly, three times , before she understood what
she was to do.

She then placed the Rods in order,

with two of the Rods reversed, but changed them to
make her seriation correct.
Mary

4-11

She had no problem with either task.

She ser-

iated the Rods for the second task with no errors.
Jacqueline

4-2

She ordered the small Cuisenaire Rods on the
chart by trial and error.

During the second task,

without the chart, she left out the sixth Rod.

She
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Response
started over after mixmg up all of the Rods

and

placed all of the Rods correctly in the seriation .
Lis a

4 -9

She ordered the Rods on the chart with no
proble ms . During the s ec ond task , she corrected
one Rod that was out of p lace.

She mentioned that

the Rods looked like stairs because they got bigger
and bigger.
Kristin

4-10

She made no mi stakes or corrections on e ither
task.

Experime ntal Grou p Boys

Task:

The chil d seriated the 10 small Cuisenaire Rods on the chart
of outl ined seriated Rods .
Rods wi thout a chart.

He the n seriated the 10 small Cuisenaire

He used the woode n frame used in the pretes t

to give him a baseline for the Rods .

The child was given verba l in-

structions only .
Subj ec t

~

Kirk

4-9

Response
He sa id , "You a lways start at the littlest one
and then go up a nd up and up." He mad e no mistakes
or corrections on e ither task .

Ru ssell

4-3

He made one correction on the second seriation
task but co mpl eted it without error .
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Subject

~

Kevin

4-7

Response
He ordered the Rods on the chart correctly .
One of the Rods was left out of his seri ation for the
second task , wi thout the c hart , but he knew where
it went and inserted it in the seriation.

Jay

4-6

The second task of seriation , without using
the chart, was completed without any difficulty ,
but one of the Rods was left out.

This Rod was left

behind the fram e and Jay had not seen it.

He counted

the Rods in his seriation, knew one was missing ,
found it and inserted the Rod in the seriation .
J e ff

4-0

He ordered all of the Rods on the chart correctly.
When seria ting the Rods without the chart , he placed
two Rods incorrectly, but did not want to c hange them .
The a uthor a sked him, after he had finished manipulating the Rods, if he had finished.

Jeff said he had .

Then he was asked if it was correct.

He said it

was not, but he did not want to change it.

He wa nted

it to "go up a nd down . "

Stephan

4 -8

He corrected three of the Rods on the chart.
When seria ting the Rods without the chart , he ordered
them all correctly .
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SESSION FIVE RESULTS
Experimental Group Girls

Task: The c hild repeated the task done in the last session , seriating the 1.0
small Cuisenaire Rods from left to right, smallest to largest , without
any c ha rt.

He then seriated the 10 larger Cuisenaire Rods , in the

same left to right, smallest to largest manner .
verbal instructions only.

The child was given

A line was made with tape on the table to

serve as a baseline for the Rods.
Subject

~

Theresa

4-5

Response
She started to seriate the small Rods horizontally
along the bottom of the wooden frame.

She remembered

the correct way a nd changed the Rods .

The hn nsfer

task with the larger Cuisenaire Rods was done with
one Rod left out, but she inserted it correctly .
Michelle

4-3

She had a very difficult time ordering the sma ll
Cuisenaire Rods.

She said that she knew some of them

were wrong , but s he did not want to change them.

She

decided to c hange all of the Rods and start over , and
the second time she had no errors .
large Cuisenaire Rods correctly .

3he ordered the
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Sub ject

~

Mary

4- 11

Response
She ordered the small Cuisenaire Rods with no
erro r s.

She made no mistakes on the transfer task

to the large Cuisenaire Rods .
Kristin

4- 10

She said, "It's easy !" and completed the seriation
of the small Rods with no corrections . When gi ven the
larger Rods for the transfer task, she sa id , "It's
just like those little ones. " She completed this
transfer task correctly.

Jacequelinc

4-2

She made two corrections on the transfer task
with the larger Rod s
errors.

but completed it without any

The s mall Cuisenaire Rods were easy for

her to seriate.
Lisa

4-9

Both the s ma ll Cuisenaire Rods and the larger
Cuisenaire Rods were ordered correctly the first t im e.

Experimental Grou p Boys

Task : The c hild seriated the 10 s ma ll Cuisenaire Rods without a chart.
He then se riated the 10 larger Cuisenaire Rods using only a line to
help keep the Rods even at the bottom.
more complete explana tion.

See the previous page for a
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Subjec t

~

Kirk

4-9

Respons e
He seria ted the small Cuisenaire Rods eas ily ,
with no mistakes o r corrections . On the transfer
task with the large r Rods , he mixed the se ven th a nd
eighth Rods.

He rea li zed this error immediate ly,

and said , "l ;; e nt down!" He meant the Rods should
go "up and up a nd up" as he noticed before , a nd he
made the seriation go down in one place .

He cor-

rected this.
Russe ll

He corrected two Rods left out on the small Rod

4-3

seriation.
Rods
Kevin

4-7

He also l eft out one of the larger Cuisenaire

but corrected that a lso.
He s a w the larger Rods in the corner of the room

as he sat down .

He wanted to hurry with the fir s t tas k

of serialing the s ma ll Cuisenaire Rods so he could use
the la rger Rods.

He made one correction with the s ma ll

Rods . Whe n given the larger Rods , he pla ced every one
correctly the fir s t time.
Jay

4 -6

He kne w hot to do both tasks . Some of the Rods
were out of his mach , a nd rather than gather them all
together, he would say to the experimenter , "Please
hand me the red Rod, it goes here . " He finished the
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Response
small Rod seriation with no errors .

During the second

task , he said , "Each one is a little bit taller , and they
have to be." After completing the second task with
no errors , Jay wanted to match each member of the
set of small Cuisenaire Rods with its corresponding larger Rod .
Jeff

4-0

He had much difficulty with the first task, and
ordered the Rods : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 , 8 , 6.
See figur e at right .
The transfer task of larg-er Rods
was done with three corrections when
Rods were left out.

Stephan

4-8

He completed both tasks with no errors or corrections.
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SESSION SIX RESULTS
Experi me nta l Group Gir ls

Task : ThC' rhilrl ordered the larger Cuisenaire Rods only , from left to
right. smallest to largest, with only a baseline to help keep the
bottom fo the Rods even.

Verbal instructions only were given

by the author to the child.
Subject
There a

Response
She left out one of the larger Cuisenaire Rods

4-5

but knew where it belonged.

She placed it within

the seriation correctly.
Michelle

She reversed the order of the fourth and fifth

4-3

Rocls , and placed the eighth Roc! at the end of the
seriation.
it.

She said she could not find a place for

She completed the seriation : 1, 2, 3,5 , 4,6 , 7 , 9 , 10 , 8

I

Mary

4-11

I

She ordered all of the large Cuisenaire Rods
correctly .
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Subject

~

Krist1n

4- 10

Response
She ord ered al l of the large Cutse na tre Rods
cor rectly

Jacque line

4- 2

She corrected the order after leav ing out one
of the large Cuisenaire Rods

She placed it cor-

rectly within her seriation .
Lisa

She made no corrections or errors .

4-9

Expenm enta l Group Boys

Task:

The child ordered the larger Cuis e naire Rods only , from left
to right , smallest to la rgest.

A line taped on the table served to

keep the botto m of the Rods even .

Ve rbal instructions on ly were

given to the c hild .
Subject

~

Ki rk

4-9

Res ponse
He ordered a ll of the large Cuisenaire Rod s
correctly .

Ru sse l I

4-3

He ordcrd a Il of the la rge Cuisenaire Rods

correc tly .
Kevin

4- 7

He left out two of the larger Cuisenaire Rods,
but found places for them in his seriation , a nd placed
them correc tly

J ay

4-6

He mad e the seriation of large Cuisenaire Rods
without any mistakes or corrections .
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Subject

Jeff

Response
He made one currectwn 111 the seriation

One

Rod had been left out so he mtxed all of the Rods
and started over aga1n

He ordered them a ll cor-

rectly the second lime .
Stephan

l-Ie made no m1s takes or corrections .
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SESSION SEVEN RESULTS
Experimental Grou p G1els

Task

The child seriated 10 wlutc styrofoam balb from left tu l"ight ,
smalles t to largest.

The child used a long strip of paper with 10

aquidistant dots to aid placement of the balls .

The author gave

the cluld verba l instruction only.
Subject

~

Theresa

4-5

Response
All of the styrofoam balls were seriated correctly
the first time .

She did not use trial and error methods

to seriate the balls.
Michelle

4-3

She accomp li shed the task by trial a nd e rror .
The ninth and tenth bal ls were reversed , but s he
corrected them.

Mary

l]-11

She se riated the styrofoam balls correctly the
first time.

Kristin

4-10

She did not usc trial and error .

She put a ll 10 of the styrofoam balls in order
correctly the first time . She did not use trial and
error.

J acque lin e

4-2

All of the balls were ordered without trial a nd
erro1·.

She made no mistakes or corrections .
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Subject
Lisa

Response

~

She comp leted the seriatiOn task withou t any

4-9

mi8takes .

Experimental Group Boy s

Task

Tlw rhlld senated 10 wllite styrofoam balls from left to right ,
smallest to largest.

A lo ng str ip o f paper with 10 equidistant

dots was used to aid placement of the balls.

The author gave the

chtld verbal instructions only .
~
l]-9

Response
He ordered the balls correctly the first time,
making no m1stakes or corrections .

He did not us e

trial and en·or.
Rus se ll

4-3

He left out one of t he balls, then inserted it in
the proper place in his seriation .

The ba ll he le ft

out had ro lled o ut of his line of vision .
Kevin

4-7

He made one co rrection after one of the balls
was le ft out

He completed the seriation correctly

after inser ting the ball .
J ay

4-6

He se riated a ll of the sty rofoam balls correctly
wtthout using 1rial and error.

J e ff

4-0

He madeonecorrectwn in his seriation.
six t h and seventh balls we r e r e vers ed .

The

He noticed
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Response
tltis . excha nged them . and completed the task w1thout

1>tephan

4-8

other mistakes
All of the ba lls were seriated correctly the

f1rst time
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POS TTEST

The author asked l.he child to watc h as four s mall Cuisenaire Rods
Wf' J'<'

pl af! <•d on the l.nb le .

These Rods were t.he first , fourth , seventh , a nd

tenth s mall Cuisenaire Rods in le ngth.

The a uthor then said , "I a m going

to put these Rods here at this e nd (le ft ) of the lin e." TI1e lin e taped on the
table was used to aiel placement.

"No11 1 will find the Rod that is just a

littl e longer than the smallest Rod.
lon ger.

Now I need the Rod that is just. a little

And now , I'll put the very longest Rod at this end.

Now I want yo u

to clo the sa me thing wi th larger Rods. " Tho s ma ll Cu isena ire Rods we re
taken away, and t;he child was gil·e n a ll 10 of t.he larger Cuisenaire Rods .
If he could not. ser iate i.hese correctly, he wa s g iven

~ hree

large Rods.

These were the second . sixth, and l.enth Rods in length . If these three Rods
were ser ia tcd correctly , the child was g ive n four Rods .
fir st, fourth , seve nth

a nd tenth Rod s in length .

correctly, the child was give n s ix Rod .

These we re the

Completin g this task

These large Rods were the first.,

third, firth , seve nth , ninth , and t.e nth large Rods in le ngth.

If t.he c hild

correcUy seriated a ll six of tho large Rods , he was again given a ll 10 o f
the la rge Cuisena ire Rod s.
The posttest was given to tho s ix boys a nd the s ix g irl s in the
control group who had received no training in seriation .
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After the child seriatcd the lar ge Cuisenaire Rods, he was required
to seriate the 10 wllite styrofoam balls.
He

receive~!

No exa mple was shown t.o the child.

verba l in struclions only.

Control Group Girls

Ta k:

The child seriated the 10 large Cuisenaire Rods from left to r ight ,
smallest t,o largest, after a demonstration by the author.

If the

child could not seriate all 10 , he was given three . If the child
seriated three large Rods , he was given four.

A correct se riation

of these four Rods enabled the child to ser iat.e six of the large Rods .
If he ser ialed the six large Rods correctly, he was again given all

10 of the Rods to seriate.

The score t.he child received was the

number of Rods seriated correc tly.

After a n error on one seriation

task, the child was given no more Rods to ser iate.

Response
Kimber ly

4-11

She correctly seriated four Rods.

When given the

10 large Rods init.ially, her order was:

1, 2, 4 , 8, 10, 5, 6, 7 , 9 .

Lyn

4-2

She ordered six Rods correctly.

When given a ll 10
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of the large Rods

her on ly mistake was t.o put the sixth

Rod between the e ighth and ninth Rod .

4-8

Alice

She order d six Rod s correctly .

When first s he

was given a ll 10 o f t.he large Rod s s he re ve rsed t.he
seventh a nd e ighth Rod s.
4-2

Miki

She reversed t.he third a nd fourth large Rods when
s he was first given a ll 10 of t.he Rods.

She ordered six

of the large Rods correc ily.
Jana Lee

4-7

She orde red a ll 10 Rods correc tly.

Jill

4-5

She correctly ordered four Rods .
When given the 10 Hod s for l.he first
task, her order was:

I ,,,,,

1, 2, 4, 3, 5, G, 10 , 8, 9, 7.

Control Group Boys

Task:

The c hild seriated 10 large Cuisenaire Rods afte r a demonstration
by the a uthor .
str al.ion .

The author used four sma ll Rods for l.he demon-

See the previou s page for s pecific in str uction s a nd scor-

in g procedure .
Res ponse
Jeff

4-1

He order four of the Rods con'ectly .

Whe n first

he was given a ll 10 of the large Cuisenaire Rod s, his
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Response
seriation order was: 1 , 2, 3 , 6. 5, 4 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 7.

Roger

4-8

He seria ted four of l.he large Rods correctly.

The

order a ll1 0 of the Rods were placed was:
1 , 3, 2, 4, 5 , 6 , 9, 8 , 7 , 10.

Chris

4-7

He left oul one of lhe large Cuisenaire Rods .
He knew one was missing , and placed it correctly within his seriation .

Kraig

4-8

He completed the task correctly by lrial and error.

David

4-5

He ordercl a ll 10 of the large Cuisenaire Rods, without l.rial and error, correc tly l.he first time.

Donald

4-2

He ordered a ll of the Rods correctly.
use tr ial and error l.o compl ete the task.

He did not
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Control Group Girls

Ta sk:

The child seriated 10 white styrofoam ba lls from left to right., sma ll est to largest
first

All 10 of the styrofoa m balls were given to the chi ld

If he could not seriate these he was given three.

These were

the seco nd , sixth , and tenth in size .

If these three balls were seriated

corre ctly , the child was given four.

These four balls were the first,

fourth , seventh, and tenth in size . If the child seriated these four
correctly , he was given six.

These six balls were the first, third,

fifth, seventh, ninth, and tenth balls in size.

If the chlld correctly

seriat.cd a ll six , he was again given a ll 10 styrofoam ba lls.

If the

c hild made an error a nd did not correct it, at any one tnsk , he was
not. given more balls t.o seriate .

The score given was t.he number

of styrofoam balls seriated correctly .
were given.

A long strip of paper with 10 equidistant dots helped

the child place the balls
Subject.

Age

Kimber ly

4-11

On ly verbal ins tructions

but in no way influenced their order.
Response

She reversed the ninth and tenth balls , then
corrected them, ser iat.ing a ll 10 ba ll s correctly.
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Response

4-5

Jill

She ordered four of the balls correctly.

When first

given all 10 balls, her order was:

4-8

Alice

She seriated four of the balls correctly.
order with a ll 10 ba ll s was:

oooO

Her

1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10.

Oo o OOQ

Jana Lee

4-7

She ordered a ll 10 balls correctly t.he first t.ime.

Mild

4-2

She seriated four styrofoam ba lls correctly.
first given all 10 of the ba ll s, her order was:

When

1, 2, 4, 3,

6, 5, 8, 7, 9, 10.

0

0

Lyn

ooooooOO
4-2

She seriated six of the styrofoam ball s cor rect.!y.
Her seriation order for a ll 10 ball s was: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
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Response
10. 9, 7 ' 8.

oooo ooOOoo
Contro l Group Boys

Task:

The child seriated 10 white styrofoam ba ll s fro m left to right, small est to largest.

A long str ip of paper with 10 e quidista n t dots helped

the chl ld place the balls

but in no way influ e nc ed the order of the

ba lls . See page 82 for specific procedure and scoring.
Subject

~

Jeff

4-1

Res ponse
He ordered a ll 10 of !.he ball s correctly, us in g
trial and error.

Roger

4-3

He ordered four of the ba lls correctly.

When he

was first gi ven a ll 10 of the styrofoam balls, his ser iation
orde r was: 1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 7, 6, 8, 9, 10.

ooooo00000
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Subject

~

R es ponse

Chris

4-7

All 10 of the ba ll s were ordered correctly.

Krnig

4-8

All 10 of l.he styrofoam balls were ordered correctly
with no trial and error.

David

4-5

He seriated Rix o f thP ba ll s correctly.

Whe n first

given 10 balls , he reversed the order of the eighth and
ninth balls.
Donald

4-2

He ord ered six of the balls correctly.

When first

given all 10 of the balls , he reversed the order of the
sixth and seventh .
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FINDINGS

The results of the testing confirm ed two of the hypotheses a nd
fai I cl to conl!rm three of the hypotheses .
Hypothesis one: There will be no s ignificant difference be tween
the sco re s of the boys and girls on the pretest.
There was no significant difference between the scores of the boys
a nd the scores of the girls on the pretest task of seriating the 10 small
Cuisenaire Rocls .

Therefore, the hypothesis was validatecl.

Hypothesis Two: There will be no transfer of seriation from the
learni ng tast lo either of the transfer tasks by c hildren in the experi me nta l
group.
111e a uthor specula ted that the children in the experimental
group. a fter tra ining in seriation with the small Cuisenaire Rocls , should
be ab le lo tr ansfer this learning in order to ser iate la rge Cuisenaire Rods
and 10 styrofoam balls . Of the 12 c hildren in the experimental group , only
one of them fai led to make this transfer of training with complete s uccess.
In this in stance , the child did seria te correctly t he 10 s m a ll Cuisenaire

Rocl s, but could on ly seriate six of the large Cuisenaire Rocl s correctly .
He did , however , ser iate all 10 o f the styrofoa m balls correctly. The 11
other c hildren in the experimental group correctly ser iatecl a ll 10 of the
large Cut senai t·e Rods as well as all 10 of the s tyrofoam balls .
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The hypothesis that there wou ld be no transfer of training was not
validated .
Hy pothesis Three : There will be no significant difference between
the scores of t he cWldren in the experi mental group a nd the childre n in the
contro l group on the transfer tasks .
Two transfer tasks were given.

The first transfer was from the

seria tion of the small Cuisenaire Rods to seriation of the larger Cuisenaire
Rods.

The next transfer was from seriation of the larger Cuisenaire Rods

to seriation of the styrofoam balls.
The total experimental group scored significantly better at the . 01
leve l on both transfer tasks than did the tota l control group, who had not
received training in seriation.
The girls in the experimental group scored significantly better
than the g irls in the control group on both transfer tasks.

TWs finding

was sign ificant at the . 02 level.
There was no significant difference between the scores of the boys
in the experimental group and the boys in U1e control group on either of the
transfer tas ks .
Because of the lack of significance between the scores of the boys
in the control group and the boys in the e:>q:>erimental g10up, the third
hypothesis was partially validated.
Hypothesis Four: There will be no significant difference between
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the scores of the boys and girls within each group on the transfer tasks .
The author speculated that the girls in the experimental group wou ld
seriate just as well as the boys in the experi mental group .

The boys in the

control group would seriate just as well as the girls in the control gr oup ,
accordmg to the hypothesis.
No significant difference was found between the scores of the boys
and the girls in the experimental group on either of the transfer tasks .
There was also a lack of significant difference between the scores of the
boys and the girls in the control group on either of the h·ansfer tasks .
The1·efore , the fourth hypothesis was confirm ed.
Hyptohesis Five : There will be no improvement in the a bility of
the c hildren in the expe rim e ntal group to seriate.
The ab ility to seriate, as m easured by the pretest seriation o f
the small Cuisenaire Rods , by vario us train ing tasks with the same sma ll
Cuisenaire Rods, and by the two transfer tasks with the large Cuisenaire
Rods, and by lhe two h·a nsfer tasks with the large Cu ise na ire Rod s a nd the
styrofoam balls, improved in most of the c hi ldren in the experimenk'11
group.
The improve ment in seriation was measured by increased seriation
score for those subjec ts in the expe rim e n tal group who had not seriated
correctly a ll six of the small Cuise naire Rods on the pretes t.
six c hild ren.

This included

The remaining sLx children in the experimental gr oup had
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seriated all six of the s mall Cuisenaire Rods on the pretest , only one of
them without using trial and erro r methods.

The author had no way of

determining whether these six chHdre n who were ab le to seriate a ll six
of the small Cuisen:tire Rods on the pretest would have been ab le to seriate
all 10 of the Rods

For this reason , improve me nt for these children was

mea sured in terms of gradual lack of dependency on tria l and error methods .
This development fro m trial a nd error to visual d iscr imination a nd size
selection of the Rods is the determining factor between stage two a nd stage
three of ser iation (Piaget, 1947 ).
Of the five c hildren who had used trial and erro r methods to com pl ete the seriation of small Cuisenaire Rods on the pretest , only three of
them used trial and error to seria te the 10 small Cuisenaire Rods on the
last tra inin g task.

Two of these three c hildren in the experimental group

used tr ia l a nd error methods to seriate the large Cuisenaire Rods and the
styrofoa m ba ll s on the two transfer tasks.
The other six c hildren in the exper im ental group did not correctly
ser iate a ll six o f the s m a ll Cuisenaire Rods on the pretest.

Fi ve of these

chi ld ren co n ec tly se riated all 10 of the s ma ll Cuisenaire Rods during
the last traini ng task , a nd also cor r ec tly seriated all 10 of the la r ge
Cuisenaire Hods a nd a ll 10 of the styrofoa m balls on the two transfer tasks.
The sixth child seria ted all 10 of the small Cuisenaire Rods , but could only
seria te six of the large Cuisenaire Hod s.
of the styrofoam bal ls .

He did correc tly seriate all 10
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Nine of the 12 children in the exper imenta l group showed some
improvemen t in seria tion according to the criteria established by the
author . The fifth hypoth esis, that there would be no such improvement ,
wns no t l::tliclated.
Th e Hulhor had assumed the most difficulty would be in transferring the concept of seriation from oblong objects (wooden--the small and
large Cu isena ire Rods) to round objects (the styrofoam balls).

Another dif-

ficulty that was anticipated was lack of color in the styrofoam balls that
had been pre sent in the Cusienaire Rods.

If any othe children in the

experimental group were drawing clues from the colored Rods , and
transfencd the ir concept of seriation from the small Rods to the large
Cuisenaire Rods , which were colored in the same order , these chi ld ren
would have some difficulty during seriation of the 10 white styrofoam balls.
These assumptions were not valid.

All of the children in the experimental

group sedated correctly all 10 of the styrofoam balls.

The ability to trans-

fer tra ining of seriation was shown not only with like objects , from the
small Cuisenaire Rods to the large Cuisenaire Hods , but also with unlik e
objects, from the large Cuisenaire Hods to the white styrofoa m balls.
11wrefore, a concentrated period of training and practice on tasks
involving ser iation appears to improve the child's ability to seriate, and
e nable him to transfer this concept of se iation from one set of objects to
other objects unlike the learning set.
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Pretest Results

A comparison was made between the scores of the girls and the
boys on the pretest.

The task was seriation of the small Cuisenaire Rods

from left to right, smallest to largest.

The chHd seriated three , then

four , then six of the Rods, or until he made an error.

Table 2.

Pretest results
GIRLS

BOYS

Subject

Age

Lyn

4-2

6

Jeff

4-1

4

Mild

4-2

3

Donald

4-2

6

Score

Subject

Age

Score

Jill

4-5

3

David

4-5

3

Alice

4-8

3

Chris

4-7

6

Jana Lee

4-7

6

Kraig

408

6

Kimberly

4-11

6

Kraig

4-8

6

Jacqueline

4-2

6

Jeffrey

4-0

4

Michelle

4-3

3

Jay

4-6

6

Theresa

4-5

3

Russell

4-3

4

Lisa

4-9

4

Step han

4-8

6

Kristin

4-10

6

Kirk

4-9

6

Mary

4- 11

6

Kevin

4-7

4

Totals
Subjects

12

Subjects

Sum of scores

55

Sum of scores 58

12
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There was no significant difference between the scores of the girls
a nd boys on seriation of the small Cuisenaire Hods on the pretest.

Posttes t Hesults

A comparison was made of the total experimental group and the
total control group on the task of seriating the large Cuisenaire Hods .

Table 3.

Comparison of the total experim ental group with the total control
group on seriation of the large Cuisenaire Hods

Experimental Group
Subject

Age

Sex

Control Group
Score

Subject

Age

Sex

Score

Theresa

4-5

F

10

Jill

4-5

F

4

Michelle

4-3

F

10

Miki

4-2

F

6

Mary

4-11

F

10

Kimberly

4-11

F

4

Kristin

4-10

F

10

Jane Lee

4-7

F

10

Jacequeline

4-2

F

10

Lyn

4-2

F

6

Lisa

-!-9

F

10

Alice

4-8

F

6

Kirk

4-9

M

10

Kra ig

4-8

M

10

Russell

4-3

M

10

David

4-5

M

10

Kevin

4-7

M

10

Roger

4-8

M

4

Jay

4 -6

M

10

Donald

4-2

M

10

Jeffrey

4-0

M

10

Jeff

4-1

M

4

Stephan

4-8

M

10

Chris

4-7

M

10

Totals
Subjects
Sum of scores

12
116

Subjects

12

Sum of scores 84
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The scores of the total experimental group were significantLy
greater at the . 01 level than the sc ores of the total control group .
A comparison was made between the total expe r imental group and
the total control group on the tas k of seriating the 10 whi te styrofoa m balls .

Table 4.

Comparison of the total experimental group with the total
control group on seriation of the styrofoam balls
Experimental Group

Control Group

Subject

Age

Sex

Theresa

4-5

F

Michelle

4-3

F

10

Mild

4-2

F

4

Mary

4- 11

F

10

Kimberly

4-ll

F

10

Kristin

4-10

F

10

Jana Lee

4-7

F

10

Jacqueline

4-2

F

10

Lyn

4-2

F

6

Lisa

4-9

F

10

Alice

4-8

F

4
10

Score

10

Subject
Jill

Age

4-5

Sex
F

Score

4

Kirk

4-0

M

10

Kraig

4-8

M

Russe ll

4-3

M

10

David

4-5

M

6

Kevin

4-7

M

10

Roger

4-8

M

4

Jay

4-6

M

10

Donald

4-2

M

6

Jeffrey

4-0

M

10

Jeff

4-1

M

10

Stephan

4-8

M

10

Chris

4-7

M

10

Totals
Subjects

12

Sum of scores 120

Subjects

12

Sum of scores 84
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The scores of the total experimental group are significantly greater
at the . 01 leve l that the scores of the total control group.
A comparison was made between the scores of the experimental

group girls and thr control group girls on the task of seriating the large
CuJscnaire Rod s.

Table 5.

Comparison of the experimental group girls and control group
girls on seriation of large Cuisenaire Rods

Experimental Group Girls

Control Group Girls

Subject

Age

Score

Theresa

4-5

Michelle

4-3

Mary

4-ll

Kristin

Subject

Age

Score

10

Jill

4-5

4

6

Miki

4-2

6

10

Kimberly

4-11

4

4-10

10

Jana Lee

4-7

10

Jacqueline

4-2

10

Lyn

4-2

6

Lisa

4-9

10

Alice

4-8

6

Totals
Subjects

6

Sum of scores 56

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 36

The scores of the girls in the experimental group were significantly
greater at the . 02 level than the scores of U1e girls in the control group , who
had received no training in seriation.
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A compariso n was m ade of the scores achieved by the ex per imental
group boys and the control group boys on the task of seraiting the large
Cuisenaire Rods.

Taule 6.

Cornpari~un of the expe rimental group uuys and lhe
boys on seriation of large Cuisenaire Rods

Experimental Group Boys
Subject

Age

Score

Kirk

4-9

Russell

~onlrul

group

Control Group Boys
Subject

Age

Score

10

Kraig

4-8

10

4-3

10

David

4-5

10

Kevin

4-7

10

Roger

4-8

4

Jay

4-6

10

Donald

4-2

10

Jeffrey

4-0

10

Jeff

4-1

4

Stephan

4-8

10

Chris

4-7

10

Totals

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 60

Subjects
Sum of scores

6

48

The scores of the experimental group boys were not significantly
greater than the scores of the control group boys on this task.
no significance at the . 05 level.

There was
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A comparison was made of the scores achieved by the expel"imcnta I

group girls and the control group girls on the task of seriatmg the styrofoam
balls

Table 7 . Companson of the experimenta l group girls and the control
grmtp girls on seriation of the styrofoam balls
Experimental Group Girls
Subject

Age

Score

Theresa

4-5

Michelle

Control Group Girls
Subject

Age

Score

10

Jill

4- 5

4

4-3

10

Miki

4-2

4

Mary

4-11

10

Kimberly

4-11

10

Kt'JSI.in

4-10

10

Jana Lee

4-7

10

Jacquclme

4-2

10

Lyn

4-2

6

Lisa

4-9

10

Alice

4-8

4

Totals

Subj ects

6

Sum of scor es

60

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 38

The scores of the girls in the exper imental group were s ignificantly
greater at the . 02 level than the scores of the gir ls in the control group .
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J\ compal'lson was made of the scores achieved by the exper imenta l

group boys and the contrnl group IJ<>ys on the task of seriating the styrofoam
balls

Table 8.

Comparison of the experimental group !Joys and the Gontrul
group boys on seriation o f the styrofoam balls

Exper im ental Group Boys
Subject

Age

Score

Kirk

4 -9

Russell

Control Group Boys
Subject

Age

Score

10

Kraig

4-8

10

4-3

10

David

4-5

6

Kevin

4-7

10

Roger

4-8

4

Jay

-l-6

10

Donald

4-2

6

Jeffrey

4-0

10

Jeff

4-1

10

Stephan

4-8

JO

Chris

4-7

10

Totals

Subjects

6

SLim of scores 60

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 46

The scores of the experimental group boys were not significantly
greater than the scores of the control g1·oup boys on this task of seriating
the styrofoam balls

There 11as no s ignifica nt difference at the. 05 level.
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A compar1son was made of the scores of the experimenta l group
girls and the

expel'iment~l

group boys on the task of seriating the large

Cuisen::url' Rnd8

Table 9.

Compa riS• Hl of the exper im enta l gr oup gir ls and the experim e ntal
group b0ys on seria lion of the large Cuisenaire Rods

Experim e ntal Group Girls

Exper im ental Group Boys

Subject

Age

Score

Theresa

~-5

10

Michelle

4-3

Mary

Subj ect

Age

Score

Kirk

4-9

10

6

Russell

4-3

10

4-ll

10

Stephan

4 -8

10

Kristin

4-10

10

Kevin

4-7

10

Jacquehne

4-2

10

Jeffrey

4-0

10

Lisa

4-9

10

Jay

4-6

10

Totals

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 56

Subjects

6

Sun of scores 60

The scores of the experimenta l group gir ls are not s ignifica ntly diffcrent than l.he scores o f t he experimental group boys . according to statistical
a nn lysis at the . 05 level.
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A comparison \\as made ol the scores of the control group girls
and till' control group boys on the task of ser1ating the large Cuisenaire
Rod s

T~bk

10

Compa rison of the contro l group glrl s and the ,;ontrol group
bov s on seriation of the large Cuisena ire Rods
Contro l Group Boys

Control Group Girls

Subject

Age

Score

4

Kraig

4-8

10

4 --~

6

David

4-5

10

Kimbel'iy

4-11

4

Boger

4-8

4

Jana Lee

4-7

10

Do nald

4-2

10

L n

4-2

6

.Jeff

4-1

4

AI iCC

4- 8

6

Chris

4-7

10

S.lb IE:ct

Age

Jill

4-5

M:ik1

Score

Totals_

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 36

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 48

Thei'C was no significant difference between the scores of the control group boys and the scores of the control group girls on the task of
serinting the large CUisenaire Rods
le veL

There was no significance at the . 05
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A comparbon was m llde of the scores of the expe rime nta l group
girl~

and lhl• expe t•tm enta I g1 <mp boys on the tas k of seriatmg the s tyrofoa m

ball,

Table 11.

Companson of the expe r·i menta l group girls and the exper imenta l
group boys on the ser ia tion of the styrofoam balls

Experim ental Group Girls

Exper imental Group Boys

Subject

Age

Score

Subject

Age

Score

Theresa

.f-5

10

Kirk

4-9

10

Michelle

4-3

10

Russell

4-3

10

Mary

4-11

10

Kevin

4-7

10

Kri st 1n

4-10

10

Jay

4-6

10

Jacqueline

.J-2

10

Je((

4-0

10

Li sa

4-9

10

Stepha n

4- 8

10

Totals

SubJects

G

Sum of scores 60

Subj ec ts

6

Sum of scores 60

There was no significant difference a t the . 05 level between the scores
of the exper im e nta l group girl s a nd the experimental group boys on the task
of the serta tion of styrofoam balls.
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A comparison was made bet"een the scores of the control group
girls a nd the control group boys on the tas k of seriati ng the 10 sty rofoam
balls

Tnble 12 . Comparison of the contr o l grou p girls and the contro l g-roup
boys on sen a !ion of the styrofoa m balls
Control Group Gtrls
Subject

Age

Jill

4-5

Miki

Control Group Boys
Score

Subject

Age

Score

4

Kra ig

4-8

10

4- 2

4

David

4-5

6

Kimbe l'iy

4-11

10

Roger

4-8

4

Jan a Lee

4-7

10

Donald

4-2

6

Lyn

4-2

6

Jeff

4 -1

10

Alice

4- 8

4

Chris

4-7

10

Total s

Subjects

6

Sum o f s cores 38

Subjects

6

Sum of scores 46

There was no sig-nificant difference at the . 05 le ve l between the
scores o f the con trol group gir ls and the scores of the co ntrol group boys.
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The chJ!dren in the study. especial ly the children in the experimental group were very coopeeative and enthusiastic about the tasks
they were r equired to perform .

Partwlly respons1ble for the enthusiasm

these children displayed was the presentation of the tasks . Each one was
a "game" for the m to play. Another possible explanation is the fact that
the tasks were somewhat difficult . and they were being challenged by the
experimenter

The phrasing of the exp la nation before the child performed

the task was a c hall e nge in itself.

Tho author told the child, "Now I want

to see if you can do it." The subjects responded to this challenge and
mastered the tasks of seriation .
The subJects were lamiliar with the author , and only in one case
was there a ny trouble taking a subject from his room for the seriation
session.

This ch1ld had been difficult during the pretest session , but the

coloJ·ful Cuisenaire Rods soon had his attention, and he forgot his fears.
This c hild was a member of the control g i' Oup.

For two weeks prior to the

posttests for the control group , this child was troubled by something and
had withdrawn from the rest of the children in h1s Child Development
Laborato r y.

The author delayed testmg him as long as possible. On the

last day o f the tests

hls teacher brought him to the experimenter.

He bad
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been cry ing and seemed very upset a nd afraid to slay without his teacher .
Wh en he sa\\ the large Culsenairc• Rods. he became involved with U1em.
Afte1· he pl ayed 11iU1 them lor so me time and appeared to have calmed down,
the expe rimenter expla ined the task to him a nd he completed both transfer
tasks.
The author was concerned about the fact that the experimental group
of c hildren would score higher on the seriation tasks because by the end of
eight sessions

they were familiar with the terms used often in the study

such as "put in order," while the children in the control group would not be
as familiar w1th the terms.

According to one authority on conceptualization

(Wallace , 1965 , p. 211) , the chrld often responds to "meanings" whi c h he
at1 t·ibutes to the experimenter's wo1·ds . He believes that the " . . . verbal
method may , th er e fore , only serve to conceal the effective stimulus for the
subject's response. "
For this reason , the subjects in the control group were given an
example of the transfer task with the large Cui senaire Rods.
Durmg the tasks in which the chi ldren were required to match
the small Cuisenaire Rods to the charts s howing radom arrangeme nts
of co lor coded Rod figures, the c olor c lue rather than the length clue of
the Hod was used by the child to match f11e chart. When each of the

1~

children in the experimental group was asked how he could tell where to
pl ace the Rods

10 o f them rep li ed they could tell by the color.

This
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findJng is in agreeme nt with frequent ob erved dominance of co lor over
form by cluldren in nursery school .

This is also suppor ted by a study

(Wohlwill , lD60J in wluch color was a much more popular basis for the
children's error responses tha n was fo rm .
As d11 ldren grow o ld er, they change the m a nner in whic h they
select , group , and match objects with one another .

Younger c hildre n r ely

prima rHy upon color, then U1ey progress to noting com mon properties
such as form.

Older children consider functional relations or a common

class membership (Birch and Bortner, 1966).
The remaining two of the 12 c hildre n in the experimental gmup
J'Cplied that they knew where the small Cu isena ire Rods went by the color
and the size . One portion of the c hart containing figures of Rods atk'lc hed
at one e nd . prese nted some problem s for a few o f the subjects.

Whe n the

figures attac hed were of different co lors, the ch ild ren only had minor difficulty

nnd most solved the prob lem in a short time . Some like figures

were attached .

These "double" figures presented more of a prob lem.

It

appeared in this case, that one Rod. twice as lon g, was needed to so lve the
char t.

Many s ubj ects left this part of the c ha rt until last.

he did not know whether to matc h the figure w ith " .
because he cou lei not find the colo r he needed .

One c hild sa id

one Rod this big"

Then he figured out he

needed two Rods the same co lor.
Another pl'Oblem that two of the subjects in the experimental group
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had was concern ing specific Rods .
fourth Rod in length is a deep red

The second Rod in length is red .
almost purple .

The

They are different colors.

and the difference in length is apparent , but these two subjects often wanted
to use two of the red Rods rather than one purple Rod .
Anothe 1 sub ject , almost hav ing this same problem , discovered
the size relationship between the Rods. exclaiming aloud, "1\vo whites is
the same as one red.

Three whites is the same as one green.

1\vo reds is

the same as this (purple Rod) . One green plus one white is the same as
Utis . too (purple Rod )."
Another task required the subjects to m a tch by size only.

This

task was to match the small Cuisenaire Rods to a chart of randomly arranged
figures of outlined Rods.

This chart c onta ined no color coding.

Most of

tl1e subjects completed this chart by finding a place for the Rod they had
chose n . Many of these a lso used trial a nd error.

If tl1e Rod did not fit U1e

fir st place the child tried , he wo uld put it down a nd look for another Rod ,
then look for a place it wou ld fit.
One subject had already discovered, during the exploratory session,
that there were 10 different sizes of Hods.

\Vhen s he was required to match

the Hods to the outlined shapes without color coding , she simply c hose one
of each s ize from the entire group of Rods , held all 10 of the Rods in her
hand , and placed them one at a time where they belonged . If a Rod would
not fit the first place she tr1ed, she moved it along the seriation until the
the con·ect place.
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On each of the tasks, the expe rimenter would ask the chi ld
\\hen he had finished manipulating the Rods, if he had finished.

If the

child sa1d he had, the experimenter would then ask if what he had clone was
correct.

Many of the children would comple te the seriation incorrectly,

a nd tell the author that it was not right.

Most of the children were hesitant

to change the seriation once they co mpleted it , eve n though they knew it
was not correct.

When the a uthor told each chi ld he could correct his

seria ti on , or c hange it if he wished, only two of the children left it incorrect.

One child said it was wrong, but he did not know bow to make it

right, and the other child said he knew it was wrong, but he wanted the stairs
to "

. go up and do~vvn."

Only two of the children , after leaving out one of the Rods needed
to complete the seriation of small Cuisenaire Rods , mLxed a ll of the Rods

and started over again, rather than inserting the extra Rod within the
seriation .

This finding was contrary to articles on seriation which report

that most child1·en four years of age cannot insert the Rods within a
seriation because they believe the seriation to be complete (Elkind, 1964;
Piaget, 1952).

This belief could expla in why most of the children hesitated

to correct their seriation though they knew it was wrong.
Most of the children in the experimental group had no trouble inserting one or two Rods they left out of the seriation, an accomplishment
supposedly reserved for children at least six or seven years of age.
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During seriation tasks , many of the s ub jects likened the completed
seriations to objects with wh1ch they were familiar.

The multicolored

small Cuisenaire Rods , arranged in a series left to right , smallest to largest, were compared with stairs, crooked fences , a nd an old camera.

The

subject who made the latter comparison said that her grandfather had "an
old ca mera 'Vith a front just like that."
Other children developed a method for se riating the Rods . One
child told the author that the Rods had "to go up and up and up. " A second
child explained that "each one is a little bit taller, and they have to be."
After the initial session in which the subjects were instructed to
seriate from left to right, smallest to largest, rather than by seriating
largest to smallest , pyramid fashion from the bottom to the top , stacking,
or in any other way, only one subject in the experimental group began a n
improper se ria lion.

She realized her mistake a nd corrected it.

The la rge Cuisenaire Rods were easy for the subjects in the
experimental group to seriate.

Many of the c hildren who completed the

seriation task with the small Cuisenaire Rods by trial and error did not
use the tria I a nd error method to seriate the large Cuisenaire Rods.
possible explanation for this is muscle development.

One

Many of the children

in this four year old age group do not ye t have fully developed small muscles
in their hands.

The small Cuisena ire Rods are much more difficult for

these children to manipulate than are the large Cuisenaire Rods . Another
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possib le explanation for the successful seriation of the large Cuisenaire Hods
by these c hi ldre n involves the more obvious difference in si ze betwee n the
Hods.

Although both sets of Rods ::tre built on a scale with the smallest Hod

in each set

r~s

Cu isenaire

Hod~

the unit of difference between the other Hods , the la rger
are between three and four times as large as the small Hods.

Because of the notieably significant differences between the seriation
abil ity of the girls a nd the boys in the pilot study, the author expected that
fema le s ubj ects in the main study, both in the control group and the experimental group , would excel in the seriation tasks . In no task did the female
subjects ser ia te significantly better tha n the male subjects. Hather , in all
of the tasks the male subjects scored just as well as the female subjects, or
surpassed their seriation scores.

There was a lso no significant difference

between the pretest scores of the males a nd fe males, testing their ability
to seriate the s ma ll CLtisenaire Hods before a ny of the children had a ny
training.
Anothe r interesting finding was that while the experimental group
girls ser iated s ignificantly better than tl1e control group girls , there was
no s uc h significant difference betwe e n the experimental group boys and
the co ntrol group boys.

TI1is was not due to low scores on the pa rt of the

experimental group boys , but high scores on the part of the control group
boys .
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SUMMARY A ND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

The purpose of this study was to instruct 12 four year old children
to seriate 10 wooden objects of different lengths , small Cuisenaire Rods ,
and then deteem ine if this concept of seria tion was transferred from the
original learnin g set of obj ec ts to a set of like objects , large Cuisenaire
Rods. and finally to a set of unlike objects, white styrofoam balls .
Twelve other children served as the control group subjects , a nd
received no training in seriation.

They were give n the same tests at the

e nd of IJlC experi mental group's training period of four weeks.

This test-

ing was done to determine whether instruction in seriation would cause
a s ignifi cant difference in seria tion a bility.
These hypotheses we r e formed :
1.

There will be no s ignificant difference between the scores of

the boys and the girls on the pretest.
2.

Th ere will be no transfer of seriation from the learning task

of either o f the transfer tasks by c hildr e n in the experimen tal group.
3.

The r e will be no significant differe nce between the scores of

the c hildren in the experimental g1·oup and the scores of the childre n in the
control group on the transfer tasks.
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4.

There will be no significant diffe rence between the scores of

the boys and girls within each group on the transfer tasks.
5.

Th ere will be no improvement in the ability of the children in

the experim e ntal group to seriate .
1\ve nty -four children, four years of age, from three morn ing
Child Development Laboratories and one mid-morning Child Deve lopme nt
La boratory at Utah State University were given a pretest to evaluate their
level of seriation ability.

These c hildren were the n matched according to

age , sex , and seriation score attained on the pretest, then div ided into two
groups.

One group of twelve c hildren, six boys and six girls, served as

the co ntro l group and received no training in seriation.

'I11e other group of

12 children , six boys and six girls, formed the experimental group a nd met

with the e xperimenter twice a week for four weeks, 15 minutes each session,
for training and instruction in ser ia tion.
The children were tra ined a nd tested individually by the a uthor , in
the Child Development Library, adjacent to one of the Child Deve lopme nt
laboratories.

Each child progressed through t.he same tasks . Duri ng the

first session the c hild was a llowed to manipulate the s mall Cuis e na ire Rods
and becom e familiar with them and the author, who conducted a ll tests a nd
sessions with the child.

During the next sessions, the c hild matched the

sma ll Rods to a chart of color coded , randomly arranged figures of Rods ,
a chart of color coded seriated figures of Rods without color cod ing, a nd
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a chart of scria led outlines of Rods without color coding.

The child was

then required to seriate the small Cuisenaire Rods without the a id of a
chart or with any help from the experimenter . Each child then seriated
the 10 l:trg

Cuis enaire Rods in the same left to r ight , smallest to larges t

manner as he learned with the small Cuisenaire Rods.

The last tas l< was

to seriate the 10 white styrofoam balls from left to right, smallest to
largest.
The s ubjects as in the co ntrol group, who had received no training in seriation, were tested on the two tasks which served as the transfer tasks for the children in the experi me ntal group.

These two tasks

were the seriation of the large Cuisenaire Rods , and the seriation of the
styrofoam balls.
The findings revealed no significant difference betwee n the scores
of the boys and the girls on any of the seria tion tasks.

The girls in the

experimental group scored significa ntly hi gher on the seriation k"lsks than
did the gi l"ls in the control group.

The boys in the ex perimental group did

not score significantly higher tha n the boys in the control troup on a ny tasks.
The children in the experim e ntal group scored significantly higher on all
seriation tasks than did the childre n in the control group.

The children in

the experimental group successfully transferred their concept of seriation,
learned with the small Cuisenaire Rods, to seriate the large Cuisenaire
Bods a nd th e styrofoam balls.
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Conclusions

t.

Fou r year old cluldren appear able to learn the concept of

seriatiOn wJth o ne set of objects and transfer this concept to like objects
and unlike objects.
2.

The se.\ of the child is not a signifi cant factor in seriation

3.

A concentrated period of instruction on the task of seriation

ability.

appear to improve the child's ability to seriate regard less of sex.

Recommendations for Future Studies

As a result of this st·udy the following rec omme ndations for fu ture
studie s are made :
1.

A similar study. with three year old subjects, would help clarify

the influence of age on the ability to seriate objects.
2. A study permitting the child to seriate in any way, right to le ft ,
top to bottom, stacl<ing , left to right , or horizontally , would be helpful in
indicating the c oncept of seriat ion eac h individual child has , and might
lend itself to improve the ability of the c hild to seriate, rather tha n teach
one me thod of seriation and then im prove that method .
3. A further study , employing the same learning tasks and the
same instrum ents. along with an add itional set of instruments that the chi ld
would be requi l'erl to insert withi n his completed seriation wouJd either re fu te
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or confirm the con te ntion (El k ind , 1964) tha t c hildre n ca nno t perform this
task before approxim a te ly seven years of age.

The experim e n ter would

have the chtld seriate the origi na l 10 Cuise na i re Rods, t hen pr oduce 10
additiona l Rods that fit within the s e ria tion , be tween every e le m e nt in the
original set.

The child would be re quire d to insert the additiona l 10 Hods

where they belong.
4 . Another transfer task , us ing objects that diffe r in only one
dim e nsion , as the Montessori cy lind e r s, buttons, or ja rs of the sa m e
height but differen t d iam Pters, wo uld furthe r prove to wha t extent the concept of seria Lio n can be tr a nsferred.
5.

Si nce the child re n in both the expe rimental group a nd the con-

trol group manipulated t he larger C ui se na ire Rod s muc h eas ie r , a nothe r
study usi ng the larger C uisena ire Rods as the initia l lea rning objects,
then tran sferr in g t he se ria tion l earnin g of the c hildre n to the s m a lle r
Cuisenai re Rods wo uld better illustrate pr ogress fro m a simple tas k to a
more di fficult task .
6.

A study of this nature, e mployin g the Cuisena i re Rod s , but

sa mpli ng f1·om lower c la ss or disadva ntaged c hildre n would point up
poss i bilit ies for l earning language, c olor or number l a bels tha t m a ny of
t he children in this s tudy a l ready unders tood .
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